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C H A P T E R  I 
T H E  GREAT BA RRIER REEF
Ik the coastline of Australia be regarded as our national 
boundary fence, the Great Barrier Reef may well be 
likened to a strip of hoop-iron that has become loosened 
from its north-eastern edge, and which, held almost to 
the fence at Cairns and Cooktown by its rusty nails, has 
swayed in distorted curves farther and farther outward 
as it runs both north and south. T he  southernmost 
l)ortion of this swaying strip is Lady Elliot Island. T o  
the north lies the Bunker Group of Reefs and Islets 
consisting of Lady Musgrave Island, Fairfax Island and 
Iloskyn Island. Still farther to the north-westward 
there lie the reefs and islets of the Capricorn Grouj), so 
called because the tropic of Capricorn cuts right through 
their centre. This group is made up of a number of 
reefs and islands, of which, Heron Island, Masthead 
Island, and N.W. Islet are the best known.
A party of about thirty, of whom nine were ladies, 
started out from Sydney on the afternoon of Sunday the 
thir teenth of November 1927, under the direction of Mr 
E. F. Pollock, F.R.G.S., sometime honorary secretary and 
present councillor of the Royal Zoological Society of New 
South Wales, to visit the Bunker and Capricorn groups 
for the purposes of nature-study and holiday combined. 
I was fortunate enough to be a member of the party, and
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the experiences I was thereby able to enjoy will be re­
membered by me with a happy and a grateful heart while 
memory holds her seat within me.
To crown the work, Nature gave us the assistance of 
perfect weather. Although for the greater  portion of our 
time we were within the tropical zone, the nights were 
always cool—so cool that  blankets were a comfort—and, 
though the days were hot, they were made glorious with 
lovely seas and brilliant beaches, with sights and sounds 
of which it is impossible to give in words anyth ing  but 
the poorest of impressions. W e swam in water which 
held an exhilaration in its very touch; we collected 
strange and valuable treasures of the reef and the lag oo n ; 
we witnessed the marvellous prodigality of nature in the 
seas and in the air;  we fished. In a word, we “saw 
great wonders and the marvellous things of life pro­
ceeded before our eyes.” And let it be added with g ra t i ­
tude, there were no moscjuitoes, nor, indeed, insect pests 
of any kind.
In the Barrier Reef Nature  has bestowed a gift upon 
Australia which is as unique as it is wonderful. Think 
of it! I t  contains an area of over 80,000 square miles; of 
its length of 1500 miles over 1000 miles are in purely 
Australian waters. It contains thousands of islands, 
both mountainous, such as every passenger on the 
northern tourist boats has viewed with admiration, and 
“ low islands” in every stage of their growth, from mere 
hillocks of broken sand to tree-clad bird-haunted islets 
of verdure and beauty. The Great Barrier, indeed, is 
not, as so many people think of it, a single long low wall 
of coral reef, but a perfect maze of islands, cays, and 
reefs, intertwined and threaded by the lanes and chan­
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nels which for the navigator to miss is to court disaster. 
And the marvels of these islands from the point of view 
of the scientist and the na tu re - lover! And the teeming 
immensity of their life! Only a few of them have been 
studied with any care, and of none of them is our know ­
ledge yet complete.
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There is nothing like the I^arrier in the w o r ld ; nothing 
approaching it in dimensions or interest or value. And 
the value is by no means scientific only. The commercial 
value of its products, if they were properly exploited, 
would justify a thousandfold any cost tha t  might be in­
curred. Beche-de-mer, pearls, turtles, guano, fish— these
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are avenues in which much profit remains to be won.
The Great Barrier Reef should be made the great 
national asset which its wealth and life and wonder 
intended it to be. Its at tractions for tourists, if care­
fully developed, would prove irresistible. Xo man or 
woman with any heart at all for “ the things that are 
more wonderfuT^ can visit these lovely and amazing 
scenes and come away unaffected. Then, again, these 
areas of reef and islet are absolutely unequalled as the 
nursery for Australian seamen. Xo l)etter training than 
is provided by their intricacies, their sudden storms, their 
vagaries of tide and current could be imagined. Finally, 
from the point of view of science—and, after all, that is 
the greatest and the most important— the Barrier opens 
up vast and entrancing fields for investigation.
The marine fauna, in particular, is unequalled in rich­
ness anywhere on the globe. The geological problems 
offered are as curious as they are elusive. A century 
would not l)e half long enough to examine properly the 
thousand miles of reef and islet, cay and lagoon.
C H A P T E R  II
T H E  FIR ST  V IS IT O R S
H ere is the story of the Barrier and its w ate rs ;  and,  
short as it is, you will find it studded with ‘'moving 
accidents and hairbreadth ’scapes,” even as its mazy 
reefs are studded with the wrecks that  illustrate them. 
Few passengers who travel the Barrier route, and bless 
the reefs whicli make their seas so smooth and their days 
so happy, have any chance of making accpiaintance with 
the Barrier islands. Every skipper who knows his busi­
ness clings close to the shore and cautiously threads 
those channels through the rugged coastal archipelagoes 
which in such places as W hitsunday  Passage add a 
green and gracious beauty to the trip. But no one sees, 
except perhaps at times as hazy outlines on the horizon, 
the line of cays and islets which mark the real presence 
of the Barrier. Only as the ship approaches Cairns does 
the line come sweeping near the coast;  thence onward, 
until the dangers of Torres  Strait  are passed, the trail is 
so beset with reef and rock that  it can be navigated only 
by day and with the aid of a pilot.
Moreover, the hurricane belt runs as far south as 
latitude 20, and there are few summers during which 
the furies of the wind do not play havoc with shipping 
and the coastal towns. A further curious feature of this 
Barrier area is that, owing to the neck between the
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mainland and the outer reefs gradually narrowing to­
wards the north, the tides that sweep up from the south 
are forced between the converging sides to heights 
unknown on other parts of the coast. And, of course, 
the waters sink again, when the tidal wave has passed, 
in a proportionate degree. All these abnormal charac­
teristics combine to make the Barrier waters highly 
treacherous to navigation, even in these days of steam. 
\ \  hat they must have been in those old days when Cook 
and Bligh and Matthew Flinders first tried to thread 
their devious ways through them, it is impossible to 
realize. But, both from our own knowledge and from 
the journals which those intrepid voyagers have left, we 
can quite easily imagine it.
Even Cook, however, was not “ the first to burst into 
that silent sea.” T h a t  honour belongs, apparently, to 
the great Spanish sailor whose name has been given to 
the strait that lies between Australia and New Guinea 
— Captain Luis Vaes de Torres.
It  was in the year 1605 tlizit the expedition under the 
leadership of the Spanish Admiral de Quiros set out 
from South America with the object of exploring the 
Southern Pacific. Torres  was in charge of one of the 
ships, and the party succeeded in discovering the New 
Hebrides next year. Then, by a set of curious circum­
stances, de Quiros and Torres missed each other. De 
Quiros went back to South America, but Torres carried 
on. He sailed still farther westward, and came at last 
to the outer fringes of the Barrier Reef, just  where it 
strikes towards the southern shore of New Guinea. It 
says much for the daring seamanship of Torres  that  he 
succeeded in passing right through the terrible intrica-
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cies of the strait  and reached the Arafura Sea in safety. It  
was a notewortliy trip in many ways;  but in nothing 
was it more noteworthy than in the fact that, he sailed 
so closely to the coast of New Guinea that he passed 
through Torres Strait, w ithout knowing that it was a 
strait, and without seeing Australia.
This  was in 1606; but, owing to the death of Torres  
and the disappearance of his papers, his discoveries were 
not made known, and Captain Cook had to come along 
and rediscover Torres Strait a century and a half later. 
If the feat of Torres, in passing through the Barrier at 
its most northerly point, was a great one, what shall be 
said of Cook’s achievement? For Cook sailed upwards 
from the south along the whole line of the Barrier 
waters, entering them off the spot where B un da berg now 
stands, and not leaving them until he, too, had passed 
through Torres  Strait  and reached the safer waters of 
che Arafura Sea. As might be expected, he did not 
compass this amazing voyage without accident. As the 
southern end of the Barrier is far to the east of the 
mainland, and as Cook hugged the coast, it was not until 
he had penetrated the waters of the reef area for some 
hundreds of miles that he had the faintest conception 
of the danger into which he was entering. But on the 
night of I I  June, i / y O ,  he was made aware of it 
in the sharpest fashion. The Endeavour suddenly ran 
upon a hidden reef and stuck there, hard and fast. It 
was a terrible pos i t ion ; but by strenuous work the ship 
was so lightened— even the guns being thrown over­
board— that the crew were enabled to haul her off into 
deep water.
She was then ‘Tothered” (a sail was drawn under her
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keel) and slowly drawn to the mainland at the spot which 
subsequently became the site of Cooktown. Here, with 
infinite pains, she was repaired, and once more the 
great  navigator was ready to set out upon his journey. 
Before leaving the mainland, however, he ascended the 
eminence known as Grassy Hill and was horrified to 
find that  the sea, as far as the eye could reach, was criss­
crossed with countless reefs. W ith  great  skill and 
anxious care— the weather fortunately remaining calm— 
he managed to find a path through the labyrinth, and 
at last entered the open ocean to the eastward.
Three days later he was again in imminent peril. He 
had reached a spot a little to the south-eastward of Cape 
W ey mouth, when a calm set in. Gradually the 
Endeavour was driven by current and tide towards the 
surf-lined outer reef. Nearer and nearer it approached, 
until, as Cook has told us in his immortal diary, ‘'between 
us and destruction was only a dismal valley, the breadth 
of one wave. All the dangers we had escaped were little 
in comparison of being thrown upon this reef, where 
the Ship must be dashed to pieces in a moment.’’ But 
at the last instant, even as destruction stared them in 
the face, “a small Air of W ind sprung up,” and of this 
Cook took such good and prompt advantage that  he was 
once more able to save the ship and all her company. A 
narrow passage, which he appropriately named P ro ­
vidential Channel, was discovered; th rough this he 
sailed the good Endeavour and found himself once more 
inside the Barrier. Slowly he sailed north again, the 
ship’s boats piloting the course between the shoals and 
reefs, until a week later he reached and passed through 
Torres  Strait. I t  was then, on 22 August,  1770— a day
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for ever to be marked in gold upon the calendar of Aus­
tralia and the Empire—that Cook, having accomplished 
one of the most difficult and dangerous feats in the whole 
history of navigation, landed on Possession Island and, 
in the name of His ^Majesty King George the Third, took 
formal possession of the whole eastern coast of “ New 
Holland.”
After Cook came Bligh, who with eighteen companions 
was set adrift in an open boat by the mutineers of the 
Bounty, and who was now well on his way to the end of 
his marvellous voyage over nearly four thousand miles 
of sea, to Timor. On 29 May, 1789— the twenty-sixth 
day of this eventful journey— Bligh and his unhappy 
companions sighted the breakers of the Barrier. Tw o 
days later they found a passage through the reefs a 
little to the south of Providential Channel, and, bring­
ing their boat safely through, landed on Restoration 
Island. The weary voyagers found the spot delightfully 
recuperative, with fresh water, wild fruit, and shellfish 
in abundance. After resting there for two days they set 
forth, upon the long, dong trail. A week’s voyaging 
north along the Queensland coast through the smooth 
Barrier waters brought them to Torres  Strait. Passing 
safely through, they toiled across the Arafura Sea to 
their goal.
In 1792 Bligh was once more in the waters  of 
Northern Australia, and spent some weeks mapping the 
tangled sea near Torres  Strait. Under his command 
was a young officer who was to do great things for 
Australia. This was Matthew Flinders, whose wonder­
ful exploratory and survey work on the Australian 
coastline has earned the grati tude and admiration of
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every subsequent authority. Not least am ong the 
results of his services was the increased knowledge of 
the ways of the Barrier which he gave to the world. 
Since his day the mapping of these intricate waters has 
gone on more or less continuously (thanks mainly to 
the ships and men of the British and Australian navies), 
with the result that  a l though vast numbers of the 
islands and reefs are still but little known, the charting 
of the Barrier waters  is wonderfully complete.
The routes from the southern portions of the A us­
tralian continent to Japan and the Dutch Indies, to 
China and the Philippines, to Singapore and all the teem ­
ing ports of the East, lie up this narrow island-studded 
w a y ; and every year the traffic grows more crowded 
there. It is a wonderful passage, a passage every mile of 
which calls forth admiration. The dangers of wreck 
and tempest which long overshadowed it have lightened 
with the knowledge that  the years have brought, until, 
to-day, mapped, sounded, measured, and controlled, it 
is traversed in safety by a myriad of keels.
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B U N D A B E R G  TO LADY M U S G R A V E
Till-: Pharaohs of Old Egypt  raised their pyramids by 
the labour of a countless multitude of slaves, teamed 
like cattle, and treated like cattle. Both Pharaohs and 
slaves now lie together, forgotten and indistinguishable 
dust, but the pyramids remain, the monuments alike of 
powered pride and ceaseless toil. In much the same 
way, but on an infinitely greater  scale, both as regards 
the workers and the work. Nature has built the Barrier 
Reef. Every inch of it is the work of the coral polyp, 
a “ little lump of animated jelly,“ never larger than a 
hand could span, generally smaller than a pea. It 
resembles the sea-anemone, both in looks and in habits, 
and the circlet of waving arms which both possess is 
used by both for the same purpose. Hosts  of 
animalcules are caught within that  lethal flower, 
s tung to death, and pushed within the body of their 
captor. The lime of which those tiny victims partly 
consist is deposited by the “coral insect” round its body; 
and, as the accretions grow, so grows the coral upward, 
until the surface of the sea is reached. T hus  is the reef 
formed, not of the bodies of the workers themselves, 
which would in itself be wonderful, but  of the incalcul­
able fragments  of the incalculable horde of animated 
specks on which those workers feed.
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So amazing is it tha t  no imagination is capable of 
truly visualizing its marvel. W h a t  an overwhelming 
insight into the working of Nature 's  laboratory does 
this great  Barrier Reef, then, give u s ! How insigniticant 
the to o l s ! How vast the s tructures that  those tools 
e r e c t !
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As has been already said, our first port of call upon 
the Reef was Lady Musgrave Island, while the southern­
most of all the gems upon its swinging str ing is Lady 
Elliot Island, some thirty  miles or so away.
Bundaberg was our jumping-ofif place, and we reached 
it early in the morning of the second day out from 
Sydney. Bundaberg is quite a town. I t  calls itself,
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and apparently with reason, the capital of the southern 
sugar belt of Queensland. It  is about 200 miles north 
of Brisbane, and is situated on, and some miles from 
the mouth of, the opulent Burnett  River. It  has fine 
wide streets, good shops, comfortable hotels, and all the 
facilities that one could expect of so distant a centre, 
together with many that one would never anticipate. It 
is the home of the ceratodus, or “lung-fish,” a kind of 
amphibious beast that breathes like a human being 
and can still give points to any human who ever breathed 
by living beneath the surface of the water with the rest 
of its fishy brethren. I say that Bundaberg is its h o m e ; 
of course, I should say the Burnett  River and its banks. 
Nowhere in the world but in the Burnett  and its sister 
river, the iMary, is the ceratodus to be found. There is 
an excellent museum in Bundaberg, wherein are 
collected together numbers of curios and queer creatures, 
and its honorary curator went out of his way to show us 
the rarer of its treasures and expatiate upon them as 
though he loved them— as indeed, I have no doubt he 
did.
For  the rest, all I have to say of Bundaberg is that  its 
private gardens are delightful, with their mixed array of 
tropical and temperate flora, ranging from the frangi- 
panni and the mango to the delphinium and the g lad io lus ; 
and that  there is one street, bordered by a double row of 
weeping-figs, which is at once magnificent and soothing 
— a “grateful and comforting” delight.
The original intention was that  the party should 
embark at eventide and, travelling all night, reach Lady 
Musgrave Island at dawn. So, after tea, we proceeded to 
the wharf and, taking our courage in both hands, and
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cumbered otherwise with such parts  of our baggage as 
had not been already stowed, we clambered on board 
our ships by ricketty ladders, or swung ourselves down 
swaying ropes.
Our fleet consisted of three auxiliary launches, the 
Warrior— the flagship, some forty-five feet in length,
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accommodating a score of the party, including the ladies 
—and the Skondia and the Coolum^ each of some ten 
feet less, and each carrying, in addition to the greater 
portion of the luggage and stores, some half-dozen 
members of the expedition. All three proved themselves 
comfortable boats, and by the united efforts of their
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engines and sails they conveyed us very happily over 
many miles of ever-restless sea.
W e reached the Burnett  Heads about eleven o’clock, 
hut, af ter  travelling some few miles out to sea, it was 
decided to leave the crossing until daylight. And so we 
passed the night aboard as best we co u ld ; somewhat 
cramped, indeed, but snug. In the morning the whole 
party descended upon the proprietor of the Lighthouse 
Hotel, at the little settlement at the heads, and demanded 
to be fed. The proprietor scurried off on a bike and 
bought up all the available bread and sundries in the 
district, and a breakfast of porridge and bacon and eggs 
was soon forthcoming.
Half an hour later we were once again afloat, and, as 
the coast of Queensland faded out of sight behind us, we 
began to realize tha t  the great adventure had truly 
started. All was peace and plain sailing; and when, at 
four o ’clock, the trees of Lady Musgrave appeared above 
the horizon, every member of the party  was ready to 
greet her with cheers.
C H A P T E R  IV 
LA DY AlUSGRAVE IS L A N D
As distinguished from the high and rocky islands which 
th rong  the inner reaches of the Reef area, and which 
represent the tops of mountains once ranging round the 
coastline of our continent, there are three kinds of reefs 
or islets on the outer Barrier. These three are called 
respectively “atolls,” when they consist of a circular reef 
with an enclosed lagoon, “cays,” when they consist of a 
solid reef or sand heap with no lagoon, and “pseudo­
atolls,” when they consist of a circular reef on some por­
tion of whose circumference an island has been formed. 
This  formation is usually accomplished by the waves 
breaking off portions of the half-submerged reef— usually 
on the west or leeward side— and piling them together. 
Against  this mass of broken coral other sand is washed 
and the heap grows into a sandhill. Seeds are washed 
ashore and brought by birds, trees grow and with their 
decaying vegetation help to swell the island’s girth, 
while outward to the circle of the reef there stretches 
sometimes the lagoon and sometimes a submerged con­
tinuation of the reef itself, with pools and lakelets of 
varying depth distributed bewilderingly across it.
Lady Musgrave is distinctly an island of this character. 
It lies upon the south-west of its reef, the circle of which 
is not quite complete. Its  ends overlap a little, and 
c
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tlirough the passage thus formed the entrance to its 
deep and placid lagoon is made. At high tide the whole 
reef is under water,  and, indeed, at times is so deeply 
submerged that  no signs of breaking water show at all, 
and the entrance cannot be distinguished. On one 
occasion this fact occasioned us considerable difficulty
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for, re turn ing  in the launch at high tide from a visit to 
a neighbouring island, our skipper could not find the 
little inlet. After nearly an hour’s questing, he managed 
to discern it and pilot us through to safety and to tea.
The outer edge of the reef is fully a mile from that 
portion whereon the island is situated, and the enclosed 
lagoon is about two miles in length by one in width. It
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is on the seaward edge of the reef, down which the tide 
flows out in a series of cascades, or in the pools left in 
the exposed portions of the inner reef, that the most 
absorbing and entrancing visions of life in the coral are 
seen.
O ur  voyage to the island had been made in perfect cir­
cumstances. The  day was ideal— indeed, during  the 
whole period of our stay on the Barrier, with one short 
exception, the weather was perfect in every detail. The  
sky was c loudless ; a refreshing breeze ruflled the waters 
and checked the ardour of the sun ; and all around lay 
a sea whose glory of light and colour would have beg­
gared the palette of a Turner .  W e had sailed just 
slightly east of north across some sixty miles of almost 
fleckless blue, a blue unbroken save by an occasional 
wind-whipped wave-crest or the skimming flight of a 
flying-fish, over whose power and method of progression 
considerable argum ent arose. But certainly we saw one 
of them which “ flew” a distance of at least four hundred 
yards and changed direction three times while doing so. 
W e had seen, too, an occasional “ Long T o m ” or “Skip­
ja c k .” “ L ong-T om ” suits it down to the ground— or to 
the w ater— for it is a long, thin, pike-like fish, clad in a 
livery of silvery green, which skims along the surface 
of the waves with the tip of its tail jus t  hidden beneath 
the water, and its head held proudly erect. How it does 
it T know not;  but in this almost vertical position it 
covers quite a distance before its natural element re­
claims it.
Then  there were the dolphins; quite a number of them. 
T w o  of the graceful beasts— a “cow” and a “calf”— 
accompanied us for hours, occasionally playing around
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our bows, but for the most part  swimming steadily beside 
us, with such lack of visible effort and maintaining so 
exact a distance from us, that one could well believe that  
they were held to the side of our vessel with invisible 
wires, or by the force of some mysterious magnetism. 
The wonderful and beautiful ease of their passage
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through the water  held us entranced. They  were so 
close that we could have touched them ; and yet for many 
miles they never deviated so much as an inch from the 
position they had taken up on either side of our prow, 
and within a foot of it. And all the time not a flicker of 
a fin, nor a sway of the body, could we sec. Then, with 
a sudden curvet, they would flash away, and up into the
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sunlight ahead of us their gleaming bodies would rise, all 
dripping from the sea, only to return a moment later and 
resume their former station. I called them '‘porpoises,’’ 
of course. I suppose every cpiite ordinary person like 
myself would. But I had to deal with persons who were 
not ordinary. “There  are no porpoises in Australian 
w a te rs” I was informed by a scientist, “ these are 
dolphins.”
And now here was Lady Musgrave! It is a never-ceas­
ing wonder to a mere landsman how these sailor-fellows 
hit the mark. Lady Alusgrave is a mere blob of th ir ty  
acres in an immensity of w ate r :  and yet our skipper found 
it as truly as if, like a hound, he had been laid upon its 
scent. Of course he had a compass;  but, as the Irishman 
remarked, “ P h w a t ’s the good of a com])ass tellin’ ye the 
north whin it 's the south ye ’re w an t in ’ to get to ?”
Anyway, here was our island. As we approached it, 
the trees grew higher and more definite; beneath them 
showed the long thin sickle of its gleaming sand; and 
the s])ringing surf upon its reef.
Lady IMusgrave is a small island of elliptical shape; a 
mere raised bank of coral sand, with here and there a 
crest of unbroken rock ju t t ing  out to spoil her perfect 
sym m etry  bu t  add to her diversity and charm. The 
ground itself is nowhere more than twenty feet above the 
surface of the sea, but  its height is made apparently  
much greater by the forty feet or so of altitude to which 
its larger trees attain. The  undergrowth  has been com­
pletely eaten away by a flock of goats which have in­
habited the place for years, whereas every other island 
that  we saw was clad so thickly in its green and tangled 
robe of grass and weed and low-hung twisted branches
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that the crossing of it was a long, hot, and complicated 
task.
And while I am on the subject of the goats, here is a 
problem. There  is not a drop of water  on Lady ^Ins- 
grave Island. W e  had to carry all we wanted from the 
mainland. All the undergrowth  has long since gone,
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hardly a weed can be found from one end of the place 
to the other, every branch has lieen denuded of its leaves, 
and even the bark upon the trees has been gnawed away 
to the height of several feet. Yet both goats and trees 
seem hearty, healthy, and strong. The goats are in­
creasing in number, and certainly the trees show 
no sign of growing less. I t  may be a race between
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them for existence. But how do they do it w ithout a 
drop of moisture, except that  which may fall occasionally 
in rain? 1 give it up.
As we neared the entrance to the reef, the colouring 
of the water a t tracted our delighted eyes. Indeed, 
throughout our visit we \vere never tired of admiring the 
water-colours with which the Master Pain ter  has worked 
in this delightful region. Beyond the reef, and all around 
to the horizon, the tint was azure blue, with spots of 
silver-white. Jus t  near the outer barrier of the reef the 
colour turned to a pale and sh immering green, most 
wonderful to see, while all the wide lagoon inside was 
blotched with purple patches where the coral rocks lay 
hidden, and with yellow where the bottom was of sand. 
IBue, purple, green, and yellow— all were gleaming 
’neath a quickly westering sun, whose rays they both 
reflected and absorbed, until they showed us such a 
light as never was, to most of us, on sea or land before. 
And if to look upon these fairy seas were an inspira­
tion, surely to bathe in them was a dream. Placid and 
l)ellucid, warm and sparkling in the tropic sun, their 
invitation was irresistible. W e found it impossible to 
refuse it, and many were the happy hours we passed as 
a result of our acceptance.
It was after sundown when we had completed our 
landing, and too late, therefore, to raise our tents and 
make our proper camp. Most of us slept upon our 
blankets, spread upon the open beach and under the open 
s k y ; but some of us put up a fly beneath the branches 
of the gnarled pisonia-trees that grew a few yards from 
the shore, and tried to find our slumbers with the 
mutton-birds.
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But before I proceed to tell you what I know of the 
mutton-birds—and what I think of them — let me add 
that  long before the thought of sleep had wooed us to 
our beds the cook had built a hre and provided us with 
refreshment. And then the hre on the b e a c h ; the 
shifting, shadowy hgures beside it ;  the stars in the sky;
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the lights of the three launches gleaming on the darkly- 
moving waters ;  the whisper of the surf;  and, above all, 
the extraordinary vocal chorus that  swept upon us from 
the darkness of the trees, made up a scene and a situation 
that few of us will ever forget.
C H A P T E R  V
T H E  M U T T O N -B IR D
T h e  chorus I referred to at the close of the last chapter 
came from the mutton-birds. Now the mutton-bird— 
alias the Wedge-tailed Shearwater— is such a weird 
beast that I am afraid only those who have actually 
visited him in his native haunts will find my story 
credible.
In the first place let us consider the mutton-birds from 
the point of view of the census-taker.  T hey  arrive at the 
island for the night just after dusk, and, whirling and 
wheeling over the tree-tops like a swarm of excited bees, 
they gradually  settle down and find their burrows in the 
crumbly soil. But effectively as the sight of their crowd­
ing wings must arouse in the observer a sense of their 
numbers, it is their early morning method of departure 
tha t  supplies the actual proof. T h ey  have a habit of 
walking down to the sea at the hour of dawn, along 
paths amid the undergrowth  which by constant use have 
become clearly defined. These paths lead, like t r ibu t­
aries, into larger paths, and become wider and wider 
as they approach the spot from which the open beach 
is attained and the birds can fly away. On Lady Mus- 
grave Island, owing to the absence of the undergrowth, 
this habit is not so noticeable, since the birds can get 
away from almost any quarter, but on N.W . Islet, in
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tlie Capricorn Group, where the mutton-birds are 
specially numerous and the undergrowth  is particularly 
thick. Dr Pock ley and T watched (at first by the light
1
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of our torches and afterwards by that  of the coming day) 
from half-past three to half-past four o’clock one m orn­
ing (the “peak-hour” of flight) the passage of the birds 
along one of these runways just where it opened on a
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main departure  platform. T hey  passed us during the 
whole of that  period at the rate of at least ten per second. 
The ga ther ing  paths were thick with them, all jostling 
and pushing for their places, like theatre-goers in a 
queue, but eight or ten abreast. T he  platform itself was 
so black with the birds that  at no moment could one 
have placed one's hand with surety on a vacant spot.
Ten  a second for sixty minutes! A m om en t’s calcula­
tion will show that well over thir ty  thousand must have 
passed us in that hour. And there are probably a hundred 
such platforms on the island’s two-miles of c ircum­
ference ! T h a t  makes a daily departure roll of about three 
millions for this one island—and there are still the nes t­
ing female birds and the chicks to be considered. One 
gathers  that the family of the Thyellodroma Pacifica is 
not likely to die out, yet awhile.
Most of these depart ing birds came along in pairs, still 
billing and cooing as they m arched; but here and there 
an unmated male, on the look out for a partner, would 
show up, and the ensuing row would stop the whole pro­
cession. The crowding birds nearest to the combatants 
piled over them, until the heap spilled over in a flurry 
of fury and feathers. Then, just  as suddenly as the 
squabble began, it would cease, and the procession 
would s tart  oil again.
T h e  mutton-birds build their nest in the ground, and 
the soil, being almost entirely composed of sand and 
guano, is very friable. Although at times the entrances 
to the nests are visible, very often they are hidden by 
the rott ing branches of the trees, which cumber the 
ground, and beside which the birds love to burrow. M ore­
over the long tunnels which these underground engineers
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construct are quite invisible, although they may, and 
generally do, lie only a few inches below the surface. 
The net result of all this is that, wherever and whenever 
you a t tem pt to walk, you invariably put your foot into a 
mutton-b ird’s hole before you have gone ten yards;  and 
in your unavoidable s truggle to regain your balance the 
other leg goes into another hole up to the th igh—and 
over you go! W e were on the island during the pairing 
and nesting season and from the moment of their arrival 
to the hour when they departed these wretched birds 
kept up a pandemonium.
The mutton-bird, in his desire to woo his love, cater­
wauls like the common or house-top cat, whistles and 
croaks and gurgles and screams and “registers” every 
know'll sensation all through the night— and then starts  
off at dawn to roam the seas on never-resting wing. 
You can imagine—or, rather,  you can not imagine—wdiat 
two million odd mutton-birds are capable of doing in the 
way of weird music wdien each one of them is joining 
in the chorus. I slept that  first night under a fly beneath 
a pisonia-tree with the mutton-birds. T h a t  is to say, I 
d idn’t sleep. Air Pollock, who basely induced me to try 
it, said that  I should find the concert soothing. But he 
was wrong— and I didn’t want  soothing, anyway. W h a t  
I yearned for most was a shot-gun. But these islands 
all being bird sanctuaries, even this small satisfaction 
w as denied me.
Nor is this all tha t  I have to set dowm in my indict­
ment of these avian clowns. T hey  are tame with an 
idiotic tameness which annoys one. They  suddenly 
appear with a softness and an eeriness that  make one 
ju m p ;  and then they run along in a silly m anner and
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suddenly stop, and squat down, and look aimlessly 
around as if they were mechanical toys which needed 
rewinding. Then, just as suddenly, they fly up and hit
%
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( S h o w i n g  lack of und ergrow th)
you in the face or light on the table; and if you pick 
them up— as you may do with ease— they will merely 
wait patiently until you put them down, when they will 
run along and squat again in the same ridiculous fashion.
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Friendly? Well, I suppose so, but it is a blundering, 
stupid sort of friendliness, which ra ther annoys than 
endears.
I remember one evening we were sitting round the 
mess-table after tea, listening to Galli-Curci on the g ram o­
phone. R ight  in the middle of the song a mutton-bird 
came up to hear what was doing, and blundered into the 
arm of the machine, adding to the song a gurgle which 
the composer never dreamed of. Then  he fluttered on 
to the butter, and sat there with an air of calm content 
that  was infinitely exasperating. After a pause Galli- 
Curci took up the song again, pre tending she d idn’t 
notice the interruption. But you could see that  she was 
annoyed—and I don’t wonder.
Heedless of their surroundings, human or otherwise, 
these birds have a habit of suddenly star t ing to dig bu r­
rows for themselves, anywhere, at any time. And as 
they dig with the fury of a dog after a lost bone, sending 
the sand flying over everything and everybody, the habit 
is not altogether calculated to endear them to their 
neighbours.
All night long, then, these odd birds are squalling, and 
squawking, and squabbling in their eternal duets and 
tr iangular  wrangles, throwing sand over all and sundry, 
and running about in their queer spasmodic way, in and 
out of your tent and under your bed. At any moment 
you can lean out and pick one up, and if you don’t get 
the one you want  there’s no need to worry. Y ou’ll get 
another one just as good.
For  the rest, the mutton-bird is a member of the great 
family of the petrels. I t  is about the size of a pigeon, 
a sort of rusty  black in colour, and has a quaint habit
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of filling up its chicks with greasy food until they are 
as full of oil as lamp-bowls and not unlike them in the 
plumpness of their shape. Then  he leaves the young­
sters to live on their own fuel, like a camel on his hump, 
until they attain the ability to fend for themselves, and 
the end of their oil-supply simultaneously. Despite the 
little eccentricities of the mutton-birds, when at last we 
really came to know them, we learned to love them well.
C H A P T E R  VI
N O D D IE S  A N D  G A N N E T S
O n e  of the curiosities of the avian life on the Great B ar­
rier is the manner in which the different kinds of birds 
have selected particular islands for their breeding-places, 
and have secured almost a monopoly of them. T hus  
Lady Musgrave Island and N.W . Islet are the special 
reserves of the mutton-birds and the white-capped nod­
dies, while Fairfax and Ploskyn islands are sacred to the 
gannets. But on all the islands there are considerable 
numbers of the less numerous breeds— such as gulls and 
herons—while the terns, of which there are at least half 
a dozen species, al though they are found to some extent 
on nearly all the islets of the two groups we visited, have 
nevertheless their own particularly favoured breeding- 
places.
Mutton-birds, noddies, terns, and gannets— these four 
make up the large majority  of the avian population. But 
there are others, and very interesting others, too. The  
frigate-bird, for instance. W e  saw him on several occa­
sions circling on motionless wing high up in the blue, 
keeping his eager eye upon the gannets  seeking food 
below. The frigate-bird lives by robbery almost 
exclusively, and the gannet is his most favoured victim. 
Let but the latter catch a fish and s tart  to fly with it 
towards the nest, and the frigate-bird is after him. To
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avoid the attack of the bigger bird the gannet drops his 
fish, disgorging it if necessary, a feat at which he is 
most accomplished, and as the tasty morsel falls seaward 
the frigate-biid, with a splendid flashing swoop, has 
captured it ere it can reach the water.
Then  there are the m igrants— those mysteries of the
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air—who come from lands as far away as Siberia to spend 
their stated period on these lonely islands of the Barrier. 
W e saw many of them ; at times the shores would be 
crowded with Golden Plovers and Turnstones  (a well- 
named l)ird with black and white wings, who finds his 
food by deftly overturn ing  with his forehead such stones 
as hide the tiny items of his menu),  with Godwits and
D
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Stints, W’himbrels and Oyster-catchers. These last- 
named birds, especially the Sooty member of the family, 
are finely conspicuous as they wade about the reef 
at low tide. As his name implies, he is of a dead black 
colour, but his bill and legs are scarlet, and the contrast 
which they make to his sombre body is most striking. 
As he twinkles along on his everlasting search for 
dinner he presents a picture as charming as it is effective. 
And there are the sea-eagles. Not many of these, to be 
sure. But nearly every island we visited had at least 
one nest, and on Heron Island a pair had built upon a 
low tree immediately above the spot whereon one of our 
tents was subsequently erected.
The white-capped noddies, as I have said, shared Lady 
Musgrave Island and N.W. Islet with the mutton-birds, 
almost to the entire exclusion of all others. And they 
shared those islands in two ways. F irs t  they shared 
their aerial privileges on a precise and carefully kept 
time-table, and secondly they shared their nesting 
facilities in a manner peculiarly happy for both. The 
mutton-birds burrowed in the g round;  the noddies nested 
in the trees;  the mutton-birds came home at half-past 
seven in the evening and left at four a.m.; the noddies 
went to bed at half-past six and got up again as soon as 
the mutton-birds had left. They  did this almost as 
exactly as if they worked to a schedule; and for a very 
good reason. The  noddies are much smaller than the 
mutton-birds, being about the size of doves—which in­
deed, except in the m atter  of colour, they closely 
resemble. If the two families clashed, it would be bad 
for l)oth, but the noddies would naturally get the worst
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of it. So, in order to prevent such clashing, instinct has 
provided this time-table and a rigid adherence to it.
Owing to the thickness of the vegetation on X.W . Islet 
we could not get into such close communication with the 
noddies as we managed to do on Lady Musgrave Island. 
But there they were everywhere, nesting in the trees, fly-
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ing to and fro intent on their building o])erations, or rest­
ing now and then to have a look at us. T hey  are certainly 
the dearest little birds— the neatest, perkiest, friendliest, 
haj)j)iest little birds I have ever had the good fortune to 
meet. T hey  are of a slaty colour on the body, with the 
back of the head marked clearly with a white patch— 
hence their name. And their manners are as perfect as
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their bodies are neat. They  build mainly on the pisonias, 
and these gnarled and twisted trees on Lady Musgrave 
Island were full of their nests. On one tree alone I 
counted over a hundred nests— and then my arithmetic 
gave out. I t  was only a very medium-sized tree, too. 
The only restriction the birds recognize on their building 
allotments, apparently ,. is  that  each nest must be out of 
pecking distance from its neighbours. If not, there is 
trouble; but how the owners can recognize their particu­
lar domicile among so many of the same pattern, and find 
it so quickly and certainly as they do must ever remain 
a mystery  to a mere human intelligence.
T he  noddies are not stupidly tame as are the mutton- 
birds ; they will not allow you to pick them u p ; but if you 
are kind and courteous you may stroke them in their 
nests. The parent birds take turns in sitting on the 
eggs;  and it is one of the prettiest sights imaginable to 
see them changing guard. W hen  the process of building 
is going on, it is a pleasant diversion to watch the male 
bird catching the yellowing pisonia leaves as they flutter 
to the ground, and taking them up to the hen to weave 
and trample into the nest. Every time he takes an addi­
tional brick for the bungalow the two will have a little 
happy billing and cooing and talk daintily over their 
household and their hopes.
On Lady Musgrave Island there were not nearly 
enough leaves to go round, and so the fall of each was 
the signal for a tug-of-war between at least two eager 
competitors, in the course of which it frequently hap­
pened that  an entire s tranger came along at the critical 
moment and scooped the prize. And leaves being so 
scarce, all sorts of makeshifts were dragged in. Our
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advent was a boon in this respect, bits of paper and 
str ing from the camp, rags and flotsam and jetsam of 
all kinds from the tents, being speedily and thankfully 
commandeered. On one occasion an over-acquisitive bird 
flew off with one of my socks and expressed considerable 
annoyance because he was unable to secure the pair.
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Once, when Dr Gil)lin momentarily put aside an 
addressed luggage laliel, AFr Noddy in the tree above, 
deeming it a gift from the gods, carried it off at once and 
fixed it in his nest. There  it remained all the time we 
were there—and probably there it remains to this day— 
with the words “Passenger to B undaberg” plainly visible 
to all and sundry as a certificate to the little ow ner’s
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enterprise. Oh, a lovable bird is the white-capped
noddy !
\ \  e visited Hoskyn and Fairfax islands once, to pay our 
respects to the gannets. W e found them at home all 
r i g h t ; indeed, they came out to welcome us as we 
approached. Their  comments may have been favour­
able, but I prefer to accept them in an untranslated form, 
having my doubts about the matter. On one portion 
of Hoskyn Island there is a central open space, rimmed 
with trees and covered with coarse grass and small 
shrubs. Its area, I suppose, is about two acres; and every 
foot of it is cumbered with the nests of the gannets. It is 
difficult to walk between them, so closely are they packed, 
and everywhere we found the young birds at every stage 
of their babyhood, from the naked infants newly hatched 
to those upon whose snowy sides the first wing-quills 
showed out like pencillings of black.
The gannet  is a fine bird, about the size of, and not 
unlike in form, the common farmyard goose; but  his 
markings are much more effective than those affected by 
the hissing horror of our childhood. His back and body 
are boldly painted in chocolate and black, and his breast 
is snowy white. The  young birds, however, are just  like 
animated balls of swansdown. In many of the nests we 
found the  eggs yet u n h a tc h e d ; but though there were 
often two eggs I never saw more than the one youngster  
in the nest. Both parents attend to the feeding of their 
voracious infant. This  they do by regurgita ting  into his 
eager open beak the fish they have already half digested, 
and though the process sounds unpleasant it is most 
interesting to watch. These nests are all mere roughly- 
covered depressions in the open ground, and how the
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young birds stand the heat—especially the tiny newborn 
things with not a bit of down to shield them from the 
direct rays of the tropic sun— is a mystery.
Queerly enough, it is the youngsters  who show fight 
when one approaches the nest too closely, and the adult 
birds who exhibit the discretion of flight. T he  chicks
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hiss, and peck, and look as fierce as is compatible with 
their inches; the parent birds fly off with an agitated 
sciittering of wings and feet that  makes them look 
extremely clumsy. In reality they are beautiful fliers 
when they get a s t a r t ; but they ‘‘take-off” with as much 
fuss and splutter as a hydroplane, and the herbage of 
the gannetry  tries their initial paces very sorely.
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It is difficult to estimate the num ber of gannets  on the 
two islands, but I suppose one would hardly be exagger­
ating the total it one put it at a hundred thousand. T hey  
are great fishers, and have need to be, to satisfy the 
appetites of tlieir family, to say nothing of their own. 
Sailors call them ‘^boobies,’’ but anyth ing  less booby-like 
than a gannet on the wing above his chosen fishing- 
ground, it would be difficult to imagine. Sailing and 
circling a hundred feet in the air he “spots” his prey 
below, and almost too quickly for the eye to follow, he 
drops like a plummet into the sea, to emerge a moment 
later with his capture wriggling in his beak. It is a 
great  sight to see a number of these birds— or, for that 
matter, a flock of almost any sea-birds— shepherding a 
school of fish that  has been driven to the upper waters 
by the menace of some hidden foe. Round and round 
the school they wheel, keeping its frightened members 
massed together, while every moment one of them will 
flash downwards to the waves and make a kill with ease 
and certainty.
All of these birds, and the millions of mutton-birds 
and gulls and noddies and other sea-birds which throng 
these islands, live solely on fish, and they are by no means 
light eaters. Dr MacGillivray, the well-known ornithol­
ogist, who was one of our party, once saw a noddy dis­
gorge over fifty anchovies when disturbed. Rem em ber­
ing these things, you may grasp, perhaps, some faint 
impression of the piscine life which teems amid the reefs 
and waters of the Barrier. One day, on landing at little 
T ry  on Island, a few miles away from N.W. Islet, I saw 
what  I took to be a mass of seaweed floating close to 
the beach. On examination I found it to be a compact
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shoal of tiny fish, each measuring about an inch or less 
in length. A stone thrown into the mass would cause 
a wild and swirling alarm, and hundreds of the fish
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would jump into the air, only to close up their ranks as 
tightly as ever a moment later. T he  shoal was two 
hundred yards long, and about six yards wide.
C H A P T E R  V n
H E R O N S,  GULLS, A N D  T E R N S
O f all the birds that  inhabit these islands the Reef Herons 
are perhaps the most graceful. Or should I not ra ther 
say “dignified?” To watch them was ever an unqualified 
delight;  so elegant, so stately, they were, and so spruce. 
They vary considerably in colour; some are snow-white 
—and these I think are the most attractive to the eye— 
while others are a greyish-black. They  are not large 
birds, being considerably smaller than the herons I have 
seen about the banks of English rivers; but they certainly 
are most alluring, both in their aspect and in their 
manners. T hey  look their best when walking along the 
outer edges of the reef in search of food. On one occasion 
we saw over a dozen of them together, preening them ­
selves upon the niggerheads that  mark the outer circle 
of the reef at N .W . Islet.
W hen  the tide is low, one rarely sees more than two 
together.  On such occasions they are usually engaged 
in fishing, and like most fishermen, they prefer to work 
alone, fearing, I suppose, that the other fellow will either 
spoil their catch or make a better one himself. As the 
tide runs out and bares the coral surfaces of the inner 
reef, these lone fishermen may be observed stalking 
from one small pool to another and finding, apparently 
in every one of them, some fishy titbits. W ith  a toss of
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the head and a gulp, that  t itbit disappears for ever— 
unless you happen to come unexpectedly upon the 
swallower, when to help him escape the more easily, he 
lightens his load by je tt isoning his cargo. This  is a 
habit among sea-birds in general, as common as it is 
unpleasant.
Photo: Dr.  Tr. MacGViivray 
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As the tide runs out, the herons follow it towards the 
outer reef, eventually ending their quest at the very edge 
of the coral shelving. Usually— if they are parent birds 
—they bring back their early catches to their eagerly 
waiting youngsters  in the nests am ong the island trees.
If they have no such family responsibilities, they keep 
their haul for themselves; and by a careful scrutiny one
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can therefore tell which of them are bachelors and which 
are benedicts.
T he  nest  of the heron is built of coarse twigs, and 
almost  invariably two eggs, and no more, are laid in it. 
T h e  site chosen is as a rule fairly high up (say tw en ty  
feet or more) am ong  the branches of the tournefort ia  or 
p ison ia - t ree s ; and, a l though  the edifice is rough, the 
youngs te rs  seem to find it comfortable  enough. I ts  usual 
size is about tha t  of a dinner-plate, a l though  sometimes 
it will run to eighteen inches or more in diameter. Both 
paren ts  take their  share of the ha tch ing  and feeding, 
being in this respect a lmost as exemplary  as the white- 
capped noddies.
A lthough  the ord inary  silver-gull is no s t range r  to me, 
until I visited the Barrier I had never had the chance of 
seeing him at home. I have seen one of them steal an 
egg from a no dd y ’s nest, during  the m om enta ry  absence 
of the owner, and then, after disposing of it, come back 
and offer consolation to the distracted pa ren t— the 
h y p o c r i te ! T h e  gull has absolutely no sense of moral 
decency, a l though,  a cleaner-bodied bird does not exist. 
He is continually  a t tend ing  to his toilet, and to see him 
enjoying a bath  in the shallower pools am ong  the coral 
is a sight as p leasant as it is frequent.
U nfor tuna te ly ,  his cleanliness of body does not con­
note cleanliness of table-manners .  T h e  gull is a nasty  
eater. H e  gobbles his meals and makes unpleasant  
noises while he is at them. N or  is his taste  in food to 
be com m ended— in fact i t ’s o f fa l ! H e has a high old time 
on N .W . Islet while the tu r t le -cann ing  factory is w o rk ­
ing. W h e n  he and his friends find an abandoned heap 
of turtle-cleanings, you can hear them for miles around,
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squabbling and choking over their efforts to swallow 
their own share and as much of the other fellow's as 
they can manage to steal.
The gulls nest am ong the bushes near the shore, and 
usually hatch out two fluffy greyish-coloured chicks. Dr 
Rod way found two such youngsters lying near the shingle
Photo : Dr. W. MacOillivra*> 
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on Lady Musgrave Island— abandoned, he thought.  But 
after fixing up a rough nest under a log and placing 
them in it, he was surprised by the mother-gull, who 
then proceeded to give as pretty  an exhiliition of 
maternal love conquering natural timidity as I have seen.
I could see she was desperately afraid of the humans 
who lingered near;  but eventually caution was thrown
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to the winds, and, with a swoop, she was beside her 
darlings. She fed them with their usual banquet  of half­
digested fish and then flew off again for more. Evidently  
she told her mate all about the matter ,  for an hour or 
so later, both of them were holding anxious consultation 
in the tree which grew  beside the nest. In twenty-four 
hours, however, the whole family had g row n used to the 
new arrangem ent,  and by the time we left— a week later 
— papa, mama, and the babies were as careless of our 
presence as if we were not there. I have not heard from 
any of the family since; but I have no doubt they are 
all progressing favourably, and that  by this time the 
chicks are as big— and greedy— as their parents.
One of the most beautiful sights of the whole trip, 
so I am assured by those of my fellow-travellers who 
were fortunate  enough to see it, was provided on M ast­
head Island by the crested terns. I was not able to 
visit Masthead, but MacGillivray was, and he
related his experiences to me later. The crested terns 
have specialized on M asthead as a breeding-place ; and 
they were nest ing  there in thousands on this occasion. 
So thick were their nests tha t  it was! almost impossible 
to walk between them. As they ‘‘build” on the shingle 
or near it, the whole beach is crowded with them. On 
the approach of any in truder they swarm upwards  in 
flight until they darken the sky. T hey  are the largest 
of the terns, of which there are many varieties on these 
islands (with the noddy and the silver-gull as close 
relations),  and the power which they possess of erecting 
the deep black crests they wear  upon their heads makes 
them particularly  conspicuous. The ir  bills are sharp and
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yellow, and, as is the fashion in tern society, they wear 
their tails long and forked.
However, if I did not meet the crested terns in their 
armies on [Masthead, 1 was fortunate enough to see 
quite a number of the other members of the sea-swallow 
family elsewhere. In i)articular, T ry  on Island—a little
i'hoto: Dr. \V. MacCtillivro' 
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(D ark  grey  blotched with dark b r o w n )
oval islet in the Capricorn Group— we found to be a 
spot much favoured by both the Roseate and the Black- 
naped Terns. The two varieties had apparently arranged 
to live apart  from each other. Thus,  as the visitor walks 
round the beach, he meets at one end of its ellijDse the 
roseates, at the other, the black-napes, and hardly ever 
the two together.
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T h e  Roseate  terns we found to be the more num erous 
of the two varieties, and also the more handsome. T hey  
have gained their name from the conspicuously ruddy 
colour of their beaks and feet— the latter  being much 
the b r igh ter  red. hen seen flying in mass formation, 
they present a truly beautiful sight. Their  black-naped 
cousins are distinguished by the black patches on the 
back of their necks and l)y their blue-black feet and legs. 
While  not so effective in their appearance as the roseates, 
still they are very a t tractive in their sooty o rnam en ta ­
tion. As a rule the roseates build on the higher shingle 
of the beaches, the black-napes on the lower ledges, p re­
ferably am ong  stones. T h e  eggs of both varieties are 
exceedingly difficult to find since they harmonize 
astonishingly with their surroundings.  W h e n  found, 
those of the roseates are easily distinguishable from 
those of their cousins by their more pointed shape and 
darker colour. In both cases the average ' 'c lu tch” is 
two, but not infrequently the roseates have three eggs 
in the nest, and sometimes both roseates and black-napes 
have only one. W e  saw some of the chicks of the 
roseates, and found them vary in colour from a clear 
white to a s treaky brown. I have no idea w ha t  their 
young  cousins are like, for I found none.
C H A P T E R  V I I I
S O M E T H IN G  A B O U T  CRABS
L kt  nic tell you something about  the crabs of the Barrier 
Reef. The i r  name is legion; and al though at first you 
might  imagine they are all very much the same, a little 
investigation shows you that  you are mistaken. I got  
a shock when I found my first hermit  crab. I had often 
read of him, and his s trange habit  of fitting himself 
backwards into a shell and carrying it about with him 
thereafter because his hinder parts are so tender that  he 
must  keep them protected. I had never seen him, so, 
when I found a big one about  the size of a large lemon, 
with a shell of about  that  shape and size upon his back, 
I was immensely pleased. W h a t  astonished me was his 
colour. I had thought  crabs only turned red when they 
were boiled, yet here was this chap blushing all over, 
and certainly unboiled. He was as lively as a cricket, 
and when I picked him up and put him in a handkerchief,  
he prompt ly bit his way out and scuttled off in a state 
of violent indignation.
I saw many of his tribe afterwards,  and very handsome 
they looked in their red armour  and their painted 
shells, so closely fitted to their backs. W e  took one out 
of his snuggery one day, and watched him run and pick 
it up and put  it on again. Again we took him out  and 
sprinkled a little sand on his poor unprotected tail. He
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refused to i)ut his shell on at all, then, and looked most  
unhappy.  The  gra ins  of sand proved too i rr i tat ing to 
permi t  of his wear ing  his borrowed plumes.  W e  
washed him clean again,  when he at once backed in 
gratefully,  and went  ofT sideways wi th a cheer.
] he number  of these hermi t  crabs is as surpr is ing as 
their  variety in form and size. T h e y  range from little 
more than a p in’s head to the dimensions of a saucer,  
and they utilize almost  every conceivable shape and 
kind of shell.
There  are literally myr iads  of crabs on these reefs 
and beaches. They  run across the sand in droves as one 
walks along— at night- t ime especially. But  it is actually 
in the reef itself that  one finds the most  amaz ing  species. 
I went  one day on a little crab hun t  out on the edge of 
the reef and my catch was remarkable.  I found cral)S 
that  shut  up like a box;  hermi t  crabs that  place anemones 
on their shells, like plumes  upon a helmet,  and p re sum ­
ably utilize some poisonous secretion of these flowers 
of the sea as a defence for themselves;  commensal  crabs 
who live in int imate association with o ther  forms of life; 
and parasit ic crabs, who live upon the labours and the 
lives of those others.
T watched a patch of sponge, and present ly saw a t iny 
piece of the sponge move away from the rest  as though 
it were endowed with legs. And indeed it was.  For,  
picking it up, we found it was a crab holding a piece of 
sponge over his head like an umbrel la,  his h indmost  pair 
of legs being permanent ly  and curiously bent  round over 
his back, to enable him to do it.
A crab deliberately dressed himself with seaweed— 
jus t  as a woman  might  dress her  head wi th ribbons.
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He cut a piece of weed from the rock, and then split 
it down from end to end until it was in tiny strips. 
Each of these he then placed upon his head or back with 
his front claws, pressing it down and manipulat ing it 
for all the world as if he were fixing it with hairpins. 
W hen  the job was finished, there was the crab so sue-
%
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cessfiilly disguised as a piece of seaweed that  it was no 
wonder  the unsuspect ing small fry of the neighbourhood 
approached him with every confidence. And then "he 
welcomed little fishes in with gently smiling jaws.” 
There  were crabs with greedy red eyes that  went  in 
and out on stalks like telescopes, round crabs, square
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crabs, angular  crabs, crabs so long drawn out  that  they 
looked like crabby dachshunds,  grey  and green crabs, 
blue crabs, crabs that  were as variable in their  dress as 
chameleons,  crabs so tiny as to be almost  microscopic, 
and one which was  eight inches in diameter.  Th is  one 
is a nocturnal  beast,  and can crush quite large shellfish 
with his nippers.
C H A P T E R  IX
F IS H  A N D  FLORA
A mong  the par ty were some enthusiastic fishermen who 
secured many wonderful  catches. On the very first day 
of our stay at Lady ]\Iusgrave, one of our par ty came 
hack with a magnihcent  “ E m p ero r” to his credit. The  
Emperor  is a beautiful fish, both to look at and to eat. 
He is big-headed like a snapper,  and his colour is a 
bright  salmon-red all over. Even long after death he 
is a splendid object ;  you may imagine with what  glory 
he is clothed in life, disport ing in an opalescent sea. 
Many coral cod— fine fish of anything between eight and 
fifteen pounds, coloured a lively pink— perch-like fish 
with ruddy markings  on the jaws, and mackerel ranging 
up to nearly twenty  pounds were caught.
It is t rue that  no monsters  of the deep—gropers of 
two hundred pounds and so forth— were taken, and that  
many of the fishermen were disappointed in consequence, 
having come provided with high hopes of securing some, 
and with the necessary tackle to do it. On several 
occasions I have known a couple of the ladies to wander 
down to the beach after tea, and, with a hand-line thrown 
out at  random, capture two or three dozen quite good 
fish inside an hour or two.
And then there was our shark. W e  caught  him in 
our bathing-pool at N.W.  Islet, one Sunday morning
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an hour  or so after we had been swimming there. He 
was a "‘tiger/* twelve feet long. A fine thrill he gave 
us— and plenty of scope for our cameras.  He was the 
most  photographed shark in the Pacific, but  did not seem 
unduly proud of the fact, a l though he obligingly opened
VISTA ox x.w. isrnoT
( P a n d a n u s  P a lm  in foreground)
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his mouth  for a “close-up” and exhibited rage and dis­
approval  most  effectively.
The  vegetation on all the islands that  we visited is of 
very much the same character,  wi th the single exception, 
of course, of Lady IMusgrave, where,  as I have said, all 
the undergrowth  has been absolutely cleaned out by the 
goats.  So completely,  indeed, has it vanished tha t  we 
found it possible, by s tooping or lying on the ground,
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to see almost  across the whole island beneath the canopy 
of the trees, which had been eaten to an even height 
everywhere.  In some respects this absence of unde r ­
growth  is a pity, for, a l though it makes for ease in wa lk­
ing across the island, the brushwood has a tangled 
beauty of its own which lends an at tract ion to the islets 
which possess it.
It consists mainly of the tournefort ia,  a bushy shrub 
which grows to a height  of about  six or eight  feet and 
is covered with silvery-looking leaves and clusters of 
greenish-yel low berry-like fruit of an acid flavour; of 
the scaevola, a white-flowered bush, called on the main­
land, presumably from its appearance,  “Nat ive Cabbage 
and two species of convolvulus,  with the usual tangled, 
trai l ing stems, and whi te and purple flowers. Other  
shrubs  and weeds and coarse grasses there are, too, but  
those that  I have named ])rovide the bulk of the smaller 
plants.  T h e  trees may be divided roughly into four 
groups— the casuarina,  or “bull-oak, ' '  which grows only 
near the beaches;  two varieties of the ficus, both resem­
bling in many ways  our old friend the Moreton Hay fig, 
but  wi th less dense foliage and a smaller  frui t ;  the 
queer  pandanus  palm, s tanding on its stilted roots as if 
suddenly arrested during  a pedestr ian excursion and 
looking round to see where it shall go to next ;  and the 
pisonia, a fine tree, growing at t imes to a height  of nearly 
forty feet, wi th large yellowish-green leaves and sticky 
seed-pods, which adhere to the birds that  f requent  its 
branches and are thus distr ibuted far and wide. So 
closely and in such numbers  indeed do they sometimes 
adhere tha t  their unhappy bearers are actually disabled. 
On one occasion Dr  MacGill ivray saved the life of a
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noddy whose p lumage was so clogged with pisonia seeds 
that  he had fallen, helpless and hopeless, on the beach.
Th e t runks  and limbs of the pisonia are gnar led and 
twisted, especially near the beach or where the wind can 
flay them, and their t imber  is so soft and brit t le as to
P h o t o :  Mrn.  \ V. Mac Cf Ul i v r ay  
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const i tute a positive danger  to the unwary  wayfarer  who 
relies upon its apparent  massiveness to suppor t  him.
Apar t  from the pandanus,  there are no palms, a lack 
which ra ther  disappointed my previously conceived ideas 
of a coral island. I had expected feathery coco-nuts 
everywhere ;  but not a sign of one did we see, nor any 
of the tropical fruit- trees— mango,  paw-paw,  etc., which 
are so common on the mainland.  T h e y  would g row
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apace in the rich soil of these isles and would prove an 
inest imable boon to the visitor or to the unfor tunate  who 
might  happen to be cast  away there. As it is, wi th the 
exception of the harsh and tasteless figs and a few 
berries, there is nothing in the shape of vegetable diet 
to be found there. Dr  Rod way (a botanist)  informed 
me that  ferns and mosses are also conspicuously absent.
So much for the flora of these islands. The  only 
other  vegetable I can find ment ioned in my notebooks 
does not look like a vegetable at all. And, it isn’t. W e  
saw it floating on the sea in great  pink scummy 
patches,  composed of immense numbers  of diatoms, or 
minute algae. It  is known as “w h a l e - f o o d b u t  a more 
inappropriate repast  for a whale it is difficult to conceive.
These floating masses of t iny vegetable and animal 
life are often referred to as “plankton,” and plankton 
is a subject  of considerable interest  to the scientists. In 
other  par ts  of the world it has been studied very keenly 
and a great  deal of vast ly curious and valuable informa­
tion has been obtained about  it. In fact the invest iga­
tion of plankton now forms an impor tant  branch of every 
properly equipped marine biological observatory.  To 
me these shift ing shoals of scum were ra ther  a blot on 
the beauty of the seascape than any th ing else; to our 
scientists they were objects of the most  intense and 
t i t i l lat ing curiosi ty;  to the whales they simply repre­
sent dinner!
C H A P T E R  X
THE WAVS OF TH E TURTLE
(3\ving to the fact that it is on ly  the lady turtles w h o  
ever com e ashore (and they only twice  or thrice a year 
for certain domestic  purposes) ,  it is only  w ith  them that  
I am familiar.
Of the four species of turt les known to these seas we 
made acquaintance with three :  the green,  the hawksbill ,  
and the loggerhead. T h e  fourth member  of the local 
chelonia family is an unhappy brute who well deserves 
the name which science, in a moment  of unusual  sym ­
pathy,  has bestowed upon him. l i e  is called Chelonia 
dcprcssa. Never was name so apt ;  for he has every 
reason to be depressed. Of all his tribe he is the only 
one who wears  no armour.  And a turt le wi thout  a shell 
finds the world a harsh and hopeless place.
The green turt le is the commonest  of all— or is so, at 
any rate, in the waters  we visited— and the great  majori ty 
of my comments  refer to her and her habits,  but  the 
loggerhead (so called because of his thickened and en­
larged head-])iece), and the hawksbil l  ( the reason for 
whose name is obvious) are met  with fairly frequently.  
The  green turt le is a harmless,  innocent  beast,  but  the 
hawksbill  and the loggerhead will bite on provocation,  
if they are given the opportuni ty.
I t  is no wonder  tha t  the hawksbill ,  at  any rate, has
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a nasty temper,  l i i s  is the product  which is so valuable 
the world over, and which is known as tortoiseshell .  And 
for his most  valuable ou tput  to be labelled wi th some 
one else s name,  and that  some one else a poor relation, 
so to speak, is enough to make the mi ldest -mannered 
turt le “sn a p p y / '
I .
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The  loggerhead seems to be a coarse cross-grained 
creature,  wi thout  any ideals. I d o n ’t know whe the r  the 
term “at loggerheads” is derived from him, or he from it. 
But,  certainly,  once you have seen the turt le you will 
need no explanat ion of the phrase.
Al though perhaps  the green tur t le  is more numerous  
on N.W .  Islet  than on T>ady Musgrave ,  it was  on the
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lat ter  island tha t  we had, and seized, the best  o p po r ­
tuni t ies  for observ ing  her nes t ing  habits.  On m an y  
occasions af ter  tea (for tha t  is when she general ly comes 
ashore)  we took our  electric torches,  sallied forth along 
the beach, and found her— about  half a hundred  of her, 
for tha t  m a t t e r— engaged on var ious  s tages of her  
impor t an t  job.
W e saw her jus t  a r r iving  at the sea-edge of the beach,  
and looking for all the world  like a ra the r  large tea- 
t ray  with a big bulge in it, f loating on the water .
At  o ther  t imes we found her t racks  leading up the 
sand towards  the t ree-clumps at the top of the rise. As 
the t racks  more  nearly resemble those of a t ract ion 
engine than  any th ing  else, there was  never any difficulty 
in finding them. T h e  a l terna te  scrape of the flippers 
makes  the s imilar i ty complete,  even to the t ransverse  
flanges set at an angle on the tyres of the wheels.
Moreover,  to ease the h u n t e r ’s task and save his t ime, 
there is an infallible guide whereby he may know  
whe the r  the t iack  he is looking at  leads up from the  
wa te r  to the iiest, or w he th e r  it is tha t  of a tur t le  that ,  
having finished her laying, has re turned  to the sea. If 
the former,  her tail, bobbing up and down as she plods 
u]) the beach, makes  a little indentat ion be tween the 
flipper marks  every t ime it hits the sand ;  if the latter,  
as the sand behind the tur t le  slopes upwards ,  her  tail 
never lifts above it, and instead of m ak ing  a series of 
little pits it draws upon the sand a thin cont inuous  line.
Fo l lowing up the trail, we found her  ei ther d igging 
her nest  or de])ositing her  eggs therein.  By t iming  our 
visits and d is t r ibut ing  them am o n g  a num ber  of nests,
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we were gradual ly able to witness the whole fascinating 
operat ion from s tar t  to finish.
It must  be remembered that  these turt les are by no 
means small beasts. They  are somet imes four feet in 
length by three in width,  al lowing for the bulge of the 
carapace.
m  : '  -- ■
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W h en  she arrives at  the spot— general ly am ong  the 
outer  trees at the top of the beach— at which she decides 
to “b u i ld / ’ she stops and thinks things over for qtiite a 
while. This  is a little habit  of hers all through  the sub­
sequent  operations.  Over  and over again, she will pause 
and heave a sigh— the only sound I ever heard her make.
After  gaz ing  at the scenery for a full five minutes,  she
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resumes  her job. She digs a shal low depression about  
a foot or eighteen inches in depth,  wherein she lies, wi th 
the apex of her upper  carapace jus t  level wi th  the su r ­
face of the su rrounding  sand, and her head invariably a 
little higher  than her tail, no m a t te r  in w h a t  direction 
she may be facing.
In car ry ing  out  this port ion of the work  she digs 
strongly,  sending the sand Hying all round in a cons tant  
shower,  all four flippers being utilized. But  when,  this 
depression being finished, she proceeds wi th the next  
step, her methods  are a l together  different. She is now 
about  to dig out  the actual place of deposit  for the eggs, 
and the very grea tes t  care is necessary.
It  is an awkw ard  job, and seems to be almost  im ­
possible for her. However ,  inst inct  enables her  to do it 
to perfection.
Very  slowly and cautiously she delves into the sand, 
us ing her two hind flippers only, and cur l ing them under  
her in the most  amaz ing manner .  W i t h  grea t  care she 
clutches a ' 'handfuT'  of the sand and, w i thd raw ing  her 
flipper, tosses it wi th a curious twist  to one side of her  
body, the o ther  rear  flipper at  the same t ime sweeping 
clear a place on the other  side of her, whereon to deposit  
the next  handful.  T h e  two flippers are worked al ternately 
until the egg-hole— which is about  the size and shape 
of a rounded kerosene-t in— is about  twelve to fifteen 
inches deeper than  the floor of the main depression. As  
she gets  lower down the work  becomes increasingly 
diflicult, for the sand is dry and falls back if the grea test  
precaut ion be not  taken.  So deep is the hole tha t  she 
cannot  reach the bot tom of it wi thou t  t i l t ing herself u p ­
wards  on her  forefeet in a posit ion which is so strained
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and unnatura l  that  the poor thing is compelled to stop 
and sigh her exhaustion many times.
It  is a wonderful  example of the mystery  of instinct 
to see this great  clumsy creature,  knowing nothing of the 
ways of the land, except on this one season every year, 
so neatly and carefully overcoming all the difficulties of 
the work. H er  flippers work like hands,  scooping up the 
sand, folding in on it until  each little lot is safely de­
posited out  of the way, and delving st raight  down the 
narrow sides of the little pit, yet  never dislodging a 
grain of the loose-lying stuff which forms its sides. And 
so at last, with care and toil and patience infinite, the 
nest is made.
C H A P T E R  X I  
T H E  W A Y S  OF T H E  T U R T L E  ( c o n t i n u e d )
It often happens  that,  while the tur t le  is engaged in her 
astonishing spade-work,  she encounters  the buried roots 
of the ne ighbour ing  trees. In such a case instinct,  which 
works  so beautifully when the condit ions are normal ,  
goes hopelessly astray.  Ins tead of changing  her posi­
tion, the turt le goes on digging,  or a t t em pt ing  to dig, 
exactly as if there were no o b s t r u c t i o n ; the result  being 
tha t  the poor brute becomes almost  exhausted  wi th her 
efforts wi thou t  mak ing  the least headway.
Of course, if the root  is a huge one, she somet imes 
gives it best  and s tar t s  all over again somewhere  else, 
exactly as she will do if chased away from her chosen 
position. But  it is the smaller  roots,  thin and pliable, 
but  ext remely tough,  of which I speak. In these she 
catches her flippers, and knocks the sand back into her 
nest. By the incessant  opposit ion of these the whole 
work  is threa tened wi th ruin yet  she never seems to 
think of dodging the obstacle by so much as an inch.
Inst inc t  is a s t range  th ing  always,  and a wonderful  
thing,  but  at  t imes it does seem to be a terrible d rag  on 
native industry.  W e  once saw a turt le crawl up between 
two stumps,  jus t  wide enough to admit  the forepart  of 
her  body, and there remain,  s t rugg l ing  to get  through 
until  we drove her  back. She could quite easily
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have gone back, but,  like an army  ' h a n k ”— to which 
mechanical monster  she bears a general  awkward resem­
blance— she must  push on and over everyth ing in het 
path.
Often she and her friends would find their way into 
our tents. On one occasion one of the ladv members
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of the par ty awoke the whole camp with an outcry that  
"a dozen tur t les” were invading her sleeping apartment .
W e turned out  to invest igate and found that  three 
turt les were scooping up the sand among  her tent-poles,  
and a collapse of the whole edifice was only prevented by 
tu rn ing  them away by main force.
On another  occasion a turtle,  c rawl ing up to lay, came
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across a deep hole we had excavated to bury  the camp 
refuse in the following day. Ins tead  of c rawl ing  round,  
into it she marched and fell on her head at  the bot tom 
wi th a thump.  T here  she lay wi th a s tum py  tail w a g ­
gl ing to the heavens,  until  once more  we came to the 
rescue and levered her out  wi th  a pole. Did she re turn  
thanks?  No t  at all! W h a t  she did was  to waddle s t raight  
under  the cook's bench,  which was  not  far away,  and, 
pushing up against  the trestle at  the end, br ing  down the 
whole affair wi th a crash. Lever ing  herself  out  of the 
ruins,  she scut t led down the beach— the very emblem 
of i n g r a t i t u d e !
But  we have left Mrs  T u r t l e  at a most  critical 
juncture.  Let  us re turn  to her. T h e  egg- tank finished, 
she pauses heavily for a while and then proceeds to lay.
As I have said, the average num ber  of the ‘Tlu tch"  is 
about  a h u n d r e d ; bu t  often it is nearer  two hundred  than  
one. T h e  highest  n u m ber  we counted was  a hundred  
and eighty-seven,  and the lowest  eighty-one.
W h e n  the laying is done, the sand is carefully th rus t  
back into the hole and firmly pressed home wi th the rear  
flippers. T h e n  the tur t le  creeps out  of her  shal low t ray  
and proceeds to flatten tha t  out, too. I t  is said tha t  she 
af terwards  makes a n u m ber  of depressions all around,  
to camouflage the actual  hiding-place of the eggs,  but  
this I cannot  vouch for. W h a t  I do know is tha t  there 
are so m any  of the tur t les  about  tha t  there are t racks 
and holes and depressions eve rywhere ;  so tha t  it is 
a lmost  impossible to find the nest  you have seen dug, 
when once you take your  eyes off it. T h e  only way  to 
make sure of finding it again is to insert  a st ick as 
closely as possible to the actual place of deposi t  while
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the laying is in process, and use the mark  af terwards as 
a guide.
This  we did more than once, and dug up the eggs for 
examinat ion.  T h ey  are perfectly round and of a creamy 
whiteness,  like a ping-pong ball, but  a little larger. The  
exterior is more like thin leather than shell, and like a
9
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rubber  ball with a hole in it, will take a dint  on pressure 
and retain it. I t  is very tough,  however,  and it takes a 
deal of tear ing to open the egg. T h e  contents are very 
like those of a h en ’s egg, except that  the yolk is ra ther  
l ighter in colour. I do not know w ha t  they taste like. 
Dr  Pockley said he was  going to poach a couple for 
breakfast  and asked me to join him in the feast ;  bu t  I
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declined. My appeti te  has its l imitations.  Tur t l e  steak, 
however,  is fine. Cooked wi th  egg and bread-crumbs it 
is exact ly like a veal cutlet.  Tu r t l e  eggs have one 
character is t ic  which difterentiates them from all o thers  
tha t  I know of. You may boil them, but  the whi te will 
never harden.
H a v in g  laid her  eggs, and flattened out  the nest,  the 
tur t le ' s  work  is done for good and all. As a mother  the 
less said about  her the better.  She leaves her  prospect ive 
family to look after itself, and never sees it again.  T h e  
youngs te rs  hatch out  in about  six weeks,  I understand,  
and are about  the size of a crown-piece or a little larger.  
W h e n  one remembers  tha t  every n ight  for mon ths  fresh 
turt les  come up in scores on each of these islands to lay 
their  hundred  odd eggs apiece, it is evident  tha t  if all 
the possible progeny lived, the sea would very soon be 
unable to hold them.
But  the mor tal i ty  am ong  the t iny repti les is huge.  
Probab ly  not  more than  one per cent  ever reaches 
maturi ty .  T h e  same inst inct  which  tells them to 
scamper down to the sea, as soon as they have shaken 
the sand of their  bir thplace out  of thei r  innocent  eyes, 
informs their  countless and implacable enemies tha t  
there is a rich repas t  ready. T h e  greedy,  screaming gulls 
take first toll of them upon the beach, and countless fish, 
from mackerel  to shark,  are wai t ing  for them when they 
reach the sea. A dain ty  feast  i n d e e d !
C H A P T E R  X I I  
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It is, as I have implied, the happy privilege of the 
Jlawksbil l  tur t le  to garnish  my lady's toilet table wi th 
“tortoiseshel l , ’’ while the province of his green brother  
—or, rather,  sister— is to supply the bancpiets of the 
world with a special brand of soup. The  Green tur t le  
bears a kind of tortoiseshell ,  too, but  it is worthless for 
purposes of ornament,  and is used only as a fertilizer.
T here  is a small tur t le-canning factory on N.W.  Islet, 
a somewhat  ramshackle aftair, where about  half a dozen 
men are employed.  T he re  we saw the turt les caught,  
killed, butchered,  boiled, ‘‘souped,” tinned, and expor ted;  
the whole operat ion— “ from sea to soup” as it has been 
described with all i terative aptness— being, though ra ther  
s teamy and smelly, interes t ing  enough to watch.  Each 
night  a couple of the employees go round the beach at 
high tide or thereabouts— for the turtles,  naturally,  can 
only swim ashore when the tide is high enough to allow 
them to clear the reefs— and capture some two dozen of 
the beasts by the simple process of tu rn ing  them on 
their backs.
Unless one knows  the knack this job in none too easy, 
for a turt le may weigh any th ing  up to four hundred ­
weight.  I t  is a pitiful th ing  to see these poor beasts 
some hours  later, their  blood-injected eyes filmed wi th
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mucus,  their s trained and stiffened flippers flapping 
hopelessly in their a t t empts  to r ight  themselves,  their  
heavy sighs audibly expressing  the tor tu re  they are
. m y
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enduring.  T h e  unhappy creatures  are absolutely unable,  
owing to their  build, to recover their  r ightful  at t i tude,  
and must  remain in that  unnatura l  posi t ion until  the
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butchers come along the next  morning and release them 
from their  pain for ever.
It  is one of the most  dreadful  things about  the usage 
of animals for human  consumpt ion  tha t  their  dispatch 
seems always to be associated wi th such unnecessary 
cruelty— or what  appears  to the ordinary man to be u n ­
necessary, anyway.  W e  all know of the hideous torment  
associated wi th stock-trains.  Here  in this small indust ry  
it seems tha t  the same insensibili ty to animal suffering 
must prevail.
For tunate ly  at X .W.  Islet the manage r  of the factory 
is more hum ane than most,  and the turt les are killed 
as quickly as possible after capture.  Indeed,  on some 
occasions his men kill the beasts out r ight  wi thout  t u r n ­
ing them over at all.
The  execution is per formed by cut t ing  off the head of 
the animal wi th an axe, and so expert  are the butchers 
that they usual ly complete the operat ion wi th a single 
stroke. 1 he headless bodies are left on the beach in a 
row for some hours  to bleed, and then they are cut up in 
situ, and the refuse is buried in the sand hard by.
The obst inacy wi th which a turt le will cling to life is 
not the least remarkable  characterist ic of a remarkable 
beast. A turt le 's  hear t  has been observed to beat for 
three days after it had been removed from his body! And 
even that  is not  his most  amaz ing  record for he has been 
known to walk twenty-four  hours  after decapitation.  
After the butchery  the shells and meat  are placed 
aboard a barge and taken to the factory,  and there the 
flesh is boiled into soup and placed in t ins— each wi th its 
half-dozen little squares of characterist ic green fat— and
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shipped abroad.  Qui te  a large proport ion  of it, I under ­
stand,  goes directly to England  and Europe.
However ,  the family seems to thrive.  1 he sandy 
beaches of the islets are crisscrossed night ly  wi th  the 
crochet  pa t te rn  of their tracks.  At  Heron  Island one of 
our  par ty  counted eighty-seven lady tur t les  engaged 
upon their  domest ic duties in one evening’s w a l k ; and I 
myself  saw over fifty of the grea t  reptiles p laying 
clumsily in the lagoon at  Fairfax.
Finally,  before I leave this subject,  let me observe 
that,  as turt le-r iders  to the sea, our  par ty  dist inguished 
themselves.  A tur t le  can carry a man wi th ease, and 
many  were the m en— and w om en— whom  the tur t les  of 
Lady  Musgrave  and X.W .  Islet  were obliged to carry.  
For,  a l though they lay only at night ,  they  could often 
be found upon the beach dur ing  the daytime,  ei ther 
coming to their  laying early or leaving it late. I t  was  
on such occasions that  we used them as festive steeds,  
and grea t  was  the fun we got  out  of the experience.
It  is a comparat ively easy m a t t e r  to ride a tur t le  on 
the sand, but  to ride a turt le after she has entered the 
sea, and has at tained speed takes some doing. Only  one 
or two of our  pa r ty  managed to mas te r  the ar t  at  all.
On one occasion I took a picture on his cinema camera 
of M r  Mel W a r d  giving  an exhibit ion of his tu r t l eman-  
ship tha t  ought  to be convincing enough for anybody.  
It  ended, I remember,  in an involuntary fancy diving 
act tha t  was  whol ly admirable— from my point  of view. 
Yes, in one way  and another  we owe the tur t les  
of Lady Musgrave  and ' 'N o r t h - W e s t ” thanks  for m any  a 
mer ry  quar ter  of an hour,  and I am glad to acknowledge 
the debt.
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X.W . Islet is s i tuated about  sixty miles to the no r th ­
westward  of Lady  Musgrave,  and our boat  trip from 
the lat ter  to our  new camp on “ N o r t h - W e s t ” was  one 
of the most  perfect  i tems in a very perfect holiday. The  
sea was glorious,  and all the way we skirted a cons tant  
succession of islands and reefs.
We had left behind us the members  of the Bunker  
Group of islands, wi th which we had grown so familiar 
during our sojourn on Lady Musgrave ,  and had reached 
the more southerly reefs and islands of the group for 
which we were making.  W e  had passed Boult  Reef, and 
Llewellyn Reef— a perfect atoll whose enclosed lagoon 
is six miles long by two in width.  W e  had sighted One 
Tree Island in the distance, and were jus t  passing 
through the narrow st rai t  of half a mile or thereabouts  
which separates  Heron Island from Wis tar i  Reef when 
the ski])per turned to me and said “ Did ye feel that  
bum p?”
I h a d n ’t really, but  so grea t  is the ])ower of suggest ion 
that ] said “Yes, of course,” as if no one could have failed 
to notice it.
“Wel l ,” said the skipper,  “ that  was the tropic of 
Capricorn. W e  just  crossed it.”
I was very interested in this. “ I d idn’t see it,” I 
said.
“Ye w ouldn’t ,” said the skipper. “No t  wi th this tide. 
But at low water  it sticks up like a reef.”
And wi th tha t  he left me and wen t  for’ard— to “splice” 
something,  1 think he said.
I have somet imes  wondered  since if tha t  skipper was 
quite reliable. Bu t  I ’ve looked the whole th ing  up on 
the map, and there,  sure enough,  it shows the tropic of
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Capricorn runn ing  r ight  between Heron  Island and 
Wis tar i  Reef, jus t  as he said.
W e  reached X.W.  Islet, which is about  four hundred  
acres in extent ,  about  hal f-past  four in the af ternoon,  to 
discover that ,  instead of a lagoon into which we might  
sail in comfort ,  the whole islet is sur rounded by a solid 
reef about  half a mile across, and only about  five feet 
under  wa te r  at the highest  tides. Thi s  meant  tha t  only 
at  such t imes could our  boats get  across to the beach, 
and, as it was  low wate r  when we arrived, we had to be 
rowed from the launches to the edge of the reef, and 
there scramble out  on to the coral and wade ashore.
However ,  the whole thing was  a novelty,  and as we 
were seeking novelties we ra ther  enjoyed the experience. 
W e frecjuently waded about  tha t  reef and gathered  rich 
and varied treasures.
X.W'. Islet  has no goats,  l)ut to make up for their 
absence it owns  quite a number  of fowls. T h e y  are the 
descendants,  it is supposed,  of a few birds which escaped 
from a wreck many years  ago. In the course of that  
period they have reverted very noticeably to the 
primitive forms from whence come all the var ious breeds 
of modern poultry.  Never theless  it was  curious to meet  
them in the unde rg row th  and hear  at  dawn the cocks'  
shrill clarion announce the coming day. T h e  wife of the 
m anage r  of the factory has caught  several and keeps 
them in a run behind her  tent.
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A l t h o u g h  I may have taken over long in reaching it, 
it is the outer  reef itself which must  always provide the 
great a t t rac tion of such a trip as ours. Birds breeding 
in their thousands  may be found in many  other  places;  
fish, s t range and beautiful ,  may be seen in other 
seas; turt les  nest  and lay on other  beaches;  but  nowhere 
else in the world may one expect  to see the immense and 
varied marine life that  can be found upon a coral reef.
And so, if you will come with me for a scramble across 
the reef at  N.W.  Islet— or, bet ter  still, at  Hoskyn Island 
— I will t ry to introduce you to a few of the many 
curious and wonderful  things tha t  live and move and 
have their being in the coral and its waters.  I t  will be 
necessary to wear s tout  boots that  come well above the 
ankles;  for the surface coral is grey in death and rotten 
and, often breaking underfoot,  is apt  to scratch one's 
legs in a painful manner .  T h e  spicules, too, are some­
times poisonous,  and such a scratch may lead to a w k ­
ward complications unless great  care be taken.
So, wi th our feet securely shod, we make a start .  I 
do not  mean to asser t  tha t  all the varied creatures I 
am about  to describe will be met  wi th on the one 
occasion. But  I do mean to assert,  and tha t  most  
definitely, tha t  every one of them — and many  many  more
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than  I can tell you of— were seen by us (and  not  in­
f requent ly)  dur ing  our walks across the reefs of one or 
o ther  of the islands tha t  we visited.
T h e  tide is nearly at  its lowest  as we s tar t  out, and 
the w a te r  is cascading in thousands  of little r ivulets down 
the var ious shelves and declivities towards  the open sea.
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Across the whole width of the shal lowing lagoon the 
dead and broken lumps of coral show their weathered 
heads, while hidden in between lie larger  pools that  
burn  wi th life like natural  aquaria.  Hut let us leave 
these larger  pools for a while,  and content  ourselves wi th 
jus t  the wash ing  shallows of the reef, for if once we 
are lured to s tand and watch  the magic beauties of the
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pools we shall be tem pted  to stay there for ever. T here  
is time and enough for the pools later o n ; for the present 
our a t tention is required elsewhere.
The  first th ing  we see is fifteen inches of black pudding 
with a t iara on its head. T here  are hundreds of these 
peculiar objects close at hand, lying, sometimes a dozen 
of them, with their heads po inting  in different directions 
forming a g iant  s tar  of velvet blackness. T hey  are the 
famous beche-de-mer, a l though the actual species which 
is most favoured for culinary purposes by the Chinese is 
slightly different from the m ajori ty  of those we see. 
They are not the least bit prepossessing in appearance, 
and they are even worse to touch. Soft and slimy and 
“wobbly,"’ they have a habit  of exuding upon their 
captors long whitish threads  which, for powers of 
adherence are unequalled. No, the beche-de-mer, or 
holothurian, is not an at trac tive beast, and how on earth 
anybody was ever found to try it as an article of diet 
is beyond me altogether.  H e m ust  have been a braver 
man even than the discoverer of the edible properties of 
the oyster.
Sponges we see, too, singly and in masses.
Sea-anemones, in all sizes and colours, are in stock, 
too, in this gigantic emporium of nature.
But  w ha t  is this— this long, thin s treak of g rey  tha t  
flashes with an open m outh into a crevice? W o r k  it out 
and see. I t  is more easily said than done, l)ut here at 
last it comes. I t  is a coral eel, some two feet long, and 
one of the most  s tr ik ing objects of the reef. I t  is of 
tha t  peculiar silvery hue tha t  looks almost t ransparent ,  
and which, when he is under water,  renders him almost 
invisible.
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Here  are sea-urchins in g rea t  var ie ty— echinoderms, 
the scientists have called them : and as the word means 
' ‘birch-broom-in-a-fit’' (or so I am inform ed),  the aptness 
of the name will be at once apparent .  T ru ly  a sea-urchin 
in its native haun ts  is like no th ing  else on earth. I t  is 
a mass of spines, which seem to stick out of it totally 
regardless of order or a r rangem ent.  Each of these 
hundreds  of spines is fitted with  its own m uscular  
machinery, and can move in any direction, quite i r re­
spective of its fellows. T h e  eflfect of so m any  spiky 
th ings all moving at once and on a different course, is 
positively uncanny.
Some of these sea-urchins are quite a foot in diameter. 
T h e ir  spikes are slightly  poisonous and have a habit  
of breaking off and rem ain ing  in the flesh of those who 
touch them.
H ere  is a sea-snail,* looking very like an ordinary  
garden snail much magnified. H e  carries no shell upon 
his back, but in place of it he wears  a floriture of wavy 
cabbage leaf. H e  is about  nine inches long, and broad 
in proportion. H is  basic colour is green, bu t  the green 
is so spotted with b row ns and greys and blacks th a t  he 
is apt to d isappear completely against  the background 
of his habitat.  He eats the seaweed in jus t  the same way 
as our garden pests eat our choicest seedlings.e
A larger  pool a t t rac ts  us for a moment,  for a splash 
gives proof tha t  some more active object than a con tem ­
plative snail is there. A glance reveals th a t  quite a 
num ber  of fish have been left here by the receding tide, 
and tha t  they  are beginning to feel a bit disturbed 
about it. H ere  is a little box-fish, a lmost as square-ended
*Also, for no very obvious reason, known as the “sea-hare.”
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and square-sided as his name would im p ly ; and here at 
the bottom of the pool there lurks a round and indistinct 
object about the size of a small football, with a row of 
spines along- its central seam. Look out for him ! He 
is the dreaded stone-fish, and every spine is loaded with 
an agonizing poison.
Sk
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And w hat  is this gay galleon tha t  sails into our ken? 
l i e  boasts more frills and furbelows than even the most 
ex travagan t  of Japanese carp. He is all spines and 
fluttering draperies, a combination of dragonfly and 
goldfish, about  three inches long, with a row of long 
thin spines upon his back, waving  fans for fins, and 
bright red spots all over him. Truly ,  a gorgeous object,
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but, do not t rus t  him ! H e is the fire-fish, and he, too, 
carries poison in the th rus t  of his spines.
E veryw here  we can find starfishes, of m any  shapes 
and hues. H ere  is one some nine inches across, and of 
a blue so brill iant th a t  one can hard ly  believe it to be 
natural.  Close beside him lies a whole family of t iny 
red ones— a coral-red almost  as brigh t  as the blue of 
their  big cousin. T h e  blue starfishes seem to be quite 
regular  in shape, and own five a rm s apiece, but the red 
ones are in both respects much more variable. Some 
of them have as m any  as six arms, some have only t h r e e ; 
some of them are shaped like a crusader 's  s w o r d ; some 
have one s tum py  arm, and two or three irregularly- 
placed long ones. T h e re  is no end to their  irregularities,  
nor any explanation of them.
Reposing— if starfishes can be said to repose— on a 
rock hard by, are two more varieties of the species. T he  
brit t le -s tar  is one of them, the cushion star, the other. 
The  first is so nam ed because he breaks himself in pieces 
on the smallest provocation, or none, as he lies spraw ling  
and w rigg ling  in one's han d s ;  and the la t ter  because of 
his supposed likeness to a small pen tagonal  cushion 
about a foot in diameter.  And, a l though he does, indeed, 
resemble such an article, he resembles still more closely 
an overgrow n te a -cak e ! He is precisely the colour of a 
well-browned one, and the resemblance is carried so 
far as to include the red and yellow ' 'hundreds  and 
thousands,"  with  which extra  special tea-cakes are som e­
times sprinkled and enriched. H e shows no similarity 
to the o ther  m em bers  of the family until you tu rn  him 
over and see the broad and red-brown s tar  across his
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stomach. In fact the s tar  is the five-gated entrance to 
his stomach. But w hy  he should have g row n so s tout  
a body lound it, when his lesser bro thers  are conten t  to 
be so thin, is one of those many mysteries which N atu re  
is always presenting  to us, and nowhere more often than 
on the reefs and corals of the Barrier.
CHAPTER XIV
W O N D E R S OF T H E  REEF { c o n t i n u e d )
As we w ander  farther  out towards  the reef-edge we 
begin to come across large patches of the coral in te r­
spersed with long sandy channels, and we note, too, a 
change in the charac ter  of the animal life. Here, if 
we are lucky, we shall find some of the larger and more 
b rightly  coloured Crustacea. This  chap, for instance, 
who tries to back into a hole in the coral before we can 
reach him, is a beauty  indeed, and well deserves his name 
of Pain ted  Spiny Lobster.
A few yards  away is a near relation m arked  all over 
with red and black patches, con tras t ing  with the creamy- 
white of the lower portion of his armour.
Beneath this lump of coral are literally scores of 
crabs, big and little— some, indeed, so small that ,  
a l though we may pick up the coral and examine it closely, 
it is some time before we see their  tiny dainty  forms.
But look out!  Catch tha t  tu rbo  shell which is scutt l ing  
away. I t ’s a herm it  crab, who has fitted himself with  
the tu rb o ’s abandoned home, and is anxious, evidently, 
to avoid the detection of his theft .  And w ha t  a magnifi­
cent thief he is! A brill iant crimson is his basic colour, 
bu t  his back is o rnam ented  with  large white  spots, and 
every spot is outlined with  a r ing  of blue.
On the ex treme edge of the reef, where it plunges 
down into the open sea, we come across M r Mel W a rd  
exclaiming over a little cuttlefish th a t  he has discovered.
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It is apparent ly  about  six inches long, but it is ditticult 
to estimate correctly the proportions of a th ing which 
is all squirm y legs and arms, and is of so bashful a dis­
position. T he  difficulty is increased by the c rea tu re ’s 
ability to emulate  the chameleon and by the swiftness 
with which he pu ts  tha t  ability into practice. He 
changes colour to suit his circumstances.
W e will s tay and watch  the process of capture, which, 
like all g rea t  processes, is really very simple. W a rd  
produces from nowhere, with all the skill of a conjurer, 
a kind of pickle-bottle, which he places open-mouthed 
a little behind the cuttle, and then tickles the creature 
up with the ham m er he carries for breaking up the coral.
The mollusc retreats ,  em itt ing  a s tream of ink as he 
does so. Then,  perceiving w ha t  he takes to be a new 
kind of hole provided for his especial benefit by the 
providence which watches over all good little cu t t le ­
fishes, he backs himself, w ith  joy and alacrity, into the 
bottle. I t  is a t igh t  fit, but at last he is in, all of him, 
down to the last inch of his last squirm ing  arm.
His captor t r ium phan t ly  pu ts  the cork in the bottle, 
and there you are— or, ra ther,  there is the cuttle.
It is probable tha t  the last th ings the average person 
would expect to find in such places as these would be 
worms. Yet there are num bers  of them here, and a very 
g reat  variety, too.
On the beaches here, for instance, you will find w i th ­
out the least difficulty quite a num ber  of a species of 
marine worms.
There  are the worm s which look som eth ing  like centi­
pedes, only their ‘‘legs” are not legs at all, bu t  spines, 
which come ofiF in the most unexpected manner. And,
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as is usual with spines in these parts ,  w ha teve r  the 
na tu re  of the beast tha t  wears them, they are poisonous.
And w orm s tha t  deck themselves in all the colours of 
the coral within the shelter of which they live. T hey  
build themselves tubes, from which their  heads pro trude  
like bits of spiral wire, and into which those heads dis­
appear  at the approach of any danger.
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And finally w orm s which make up in bulk 
they lack in g race— grea t  fellows, two feet
w h a t  
long and
more. Some of them are iridescent, and their  colours 
glow and change with  every movement.  Yes, the w orm  
family is well represented in these parts.
O n  the whole I th ink  I prefer the loricates, or chitons. 
Loricates  are dull, bu t  faithful, beasts. T h ey  live an
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unimpassioned existence clinging to rocks. W h e re  they 
are they stay.
But there is no th ing  quiet about their colouring. Some 
of them are olive-green, some are blue; o thers  are 
splashed with  black and purple.
Here  is a  leopard shark. At least, tha t  is w ha t  one of 
the employees at the tu r t le-canning factory called him. 
The name is appropriate,  even if it be not scientifically 
correct, for he certainly looks like a small shark  or 
dog-fish. H e is about two feet long, and his body is 
covered with large brown blotches on a lemon ground, 
very much resembling the coat of the great  cat he is 
named after. But  whereas  the leopard cannot change 
his spots— this fellow seems to be able to alter his color­
ation to suit his surroundings,  a protective habit  char­
acteristic of so m any  of these denizens of the reefs.
In the same pool with him is a remora— a curious fish 
that  carries an oval sucker on the top of his head. 
Thereby  he is enabled to attach  himself to the body of 
a larger fish, generally  a shark, and so get a free ride. 
W h a t  he is doing in this galley I know not, for remoras 
are generally found outside the reef. Evidently  they are 
no slaves to habit, for, a few days earlier one of the 
ladies caught  one in the lagoon.
And here is a spotted sea-snake. H e  is about three 
feet long, with a wicked narrow head and a flattened tail. 
He is yellow and marked as if he had had smallpox in a 
most v irulent  form. If his reputation does not belie him, 
he is as wicked as he lo o k s ; for the spotted sea-snake is 
said to be one of the most poisonous beasts in these 
waters. After  seeing him I am content  to take tha t  
s ta tem ent  as true.
C H A P T E R  X V  
S H E L L S
T h e  conchologists  had a wonderful time of it in and o n  
the various reefs and lagoons. I t  was a p re t ty  s ight to 
watch  M r Kimber,  for instance, with  pockets bulging all 
over him like those of a boy-scout, accompanied by Mr 
W illiams, his friend and henchman, draped with  bags 
and packages until he resembled an anim ated  Christmas- 
tree, w ading  about  the reef, ever and anon dipping for 
some treasure  unnoticeable to the ord inary  eye, and 
placing it tenderly away for future action.
One of the most  curious facts about  shells, is tha t  they 
contain living organism s which have powers of volition, 
and can exercise those powers p re t ty  freely. T h e  
animals themselves are of the qua in tes t  shape and in­
com parably  larger than  the shells they carry. Indeed, I 
have come to the conclusion that,  speaking generally, 
the owner of the shell is much more in teres t ing  than  the 
shell itself.
T ake  the clams, for instance. I had seen m any  a c lam­
shell before I w en t  to the Barrier,  bu t  those I had seen 
were white  and dry and empty. H o w  different the 
creatures  are when seen alive and in their  na tura l  
h a b i t a t !
T hese  clams are everywhere  about  the reef, lying 
hinge-side dow nw ards  in the coral, w ith  just  sufficient
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space about them to permit  them to gape an inch or so 
at will. W e  saw none of the giants  of four feet or more, 
but at least two tha t  we found at Fairfax Island were 
over two feet across, while the majority  would range, 
I su])pose, from twelve to eighteen inches.
As we approached them their m ouths  shut t ight with
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a snap tha t  sent the w ate r  shooting upw ards  like a 
geyser. But when, after a while, they opened up again, 
what gorgeous colouring showed between the corrugated  
edges of their valves! The  “m an t les” which line these 
living m an-traps  are of the most exquisite blends of 
colour. Black, with a streak of vivid red;  chequers 
of blue and y e l lo w ; a peacock-like a r rangem en t  of scin-
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t i llat ing green and lustrous brown. I t  is impossible to 
exaggera te  the brilliance or variety of their tinting.
T h e  power of their  jaws is very great,  and a l though 
the stories of g iant  clams catching and d row ning  divers 
who have unw it t ing ly  in truded upon them m ay  not be 
a l together  true, the s t reng th  with which even these 
smaller ones will catch and hold a stick is evidence 
enough, at least, of their being very aw kw ard  custom ers  
for a lonely ba ther  to encounter.
Of course we found any num ber  of the dain ty  cowries. 
M r K im ber assured me tha t  he collected no fewer than  
twelve species on the one reef.
H ere  was the ' 'm e lon’' or "ba iler” shell, of which we 
found at  least one that  was as big as a football. It 
was exactly the shape and colour of one of those yellow, 
a lmost orange-coloured, rock-melons. And it had all 
the curious watered-silk  m ark ings  of a melon on its 
outer  "r ind .”
T he  animal within will, if let alone a m om ent,  pu t  out 
a wedge of fleshy foot like an ox tongue. T h e  natives 
of coastal Queensland, so I am told, use these shells for 
bailing out their canoes— hence the popular nam e— and 
very efficient utensils  for the purpose they should make.
H ere  and there  we found the trocJins, the shell of 
which, under  the name of " trocas ,” is in g rea t  demand 
for .the m ak ing  of "pea r l” buttons.  I t  is shaped like a 
top, is about three  inches or a little less in length, and 
on the outside is coloured with  red and white  stripes, 
while undernea th  there gleams the sheen of mother-of- 
pearl.
Haliotis, again, was not uncommon. Haliotis is 
tropically known as the "m utton-f ish”— from the taste  of
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his flesh, I suppose, for there is certainly no sheepish 
association about him otherwise. H e is saucer or spoon- 
shaped, lined with  iridescent mother-of-pearl,  and has a 
row of holes pierced all the way round his outer  shell 
parallel to the edge of it.
One of the most curious of the shells found at N o r th ­
west Is land— and probably elsewhere— is the ‘'spider- 
shell.” It has a rarely s trange and beautiful shell despite 
its name. Its  interior is coloured ruddy pink, and it 
would be an almost perfect doul^le cone were it not for 
a series of sharp horns or prominences which it th rows 
out from the edge of its outer fold.
The  turbos showed up in great  numbers. These  are 
shells like the houses of the common or garden snail 
very greatly  magnified, and pretti ly ornam ented  with 
spotted circling bands of green upon their basic pink. 
The  turbo has a way of closing his shell after him by 
means of a pearly button, or operculum, on his “ foot."’ 
The  bu t tons  obtained from some members  of his family 
are, from their markings, sometimes sold by the jewellers 
as “ca ts ’ eyes.”
T h e  value— commercial value, I mean— of these B ar­
rier shells is as variable as their characteristics. I t  
ranges from that  of the pearl oyster to tha t  of the whelk.
However, if pearls were conspicuous by their absence, 
the whelks made up for it. W e  found any num ber of 
them and very dainty  shells some of them were.
T hen  there was the “ thorny  oyster ,” who looked as if 
he had run into a hedgehog and retained the quills for 
his own use. A par t  from his prickly exterior this species 
is notable for the wonderful hinge ar rangem ent  which 
unites his upper  and lower valves. Ju s t  like tha t  of a
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gate, it is composed of two recurved teeth, which fit 
beautifully into the cavities prepared for them ; so tha t  
the two valves are only separated with  difficulty, 
a l though  they open and shut both widely and easily.
T he  tellinaSy too, are fairly common here, as, indeed, 
they are th rou gh o u t  the world. But  they are beautiful
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in their smooth and taper ing  fashion ; and one of them, 
TcUina znrgata, is m arked most fascinatingly with 
rad ia ting  stripes of brown upon a background of cream.
Volutes  and cones were met with in bewildering 
variety of colour and size; and Air K im ber  informed me 
tha t  he had found at least three most uncom m on species 
rang ing  up to as much as six inches in length. Some
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of these are poisonous to the touch, one or two of the 
cones being even dangerous, their specially developed 
points having the power of excreting a venom which 
rapidly and very severely affects the muscular system of 
its victim.
Then there was the lima, which Dr MacGillivray 
caught and showed me on one occasion at Lady Mus- 
grave Island. The lima is a curious free-swimming 
bivalve, which projects his body through the water by 
means of long red tentacles which look for all the world 
as if the beast had stuffed a tasselled mat between his 
valves and left the tassels hanging down all round him. 
His habit of swimming reminds me of the nautilus I 
found on N.W . Islet. Probably everybody knows 
the beautiful shell of the Nautilus, with its pearly whorls ;  
and this particular shell was a beauty—about eight 
inches in diameter and perfect in every detail.
C H A P T E R  X V I
IN S E C T S  A N D  CORAL
O n e  of the g rea t  a t t rac tions  of these islands of the 
Harrier is, as I have already implied, the absence of all 
— or nearly  all— insect pests. T here  are also no frogs, 
lizards, or snakes, and the only place where ea r thw orm s 
were seen was Fairfax  Island.
Hut there were quite a num ber  of centipedes— big 
yellow fellows about nine inches long— on the islands. 
D r Giblin and I discovered a whole family of them ; papa, 
m am m a, and about fifteen babies, in our ten t  one even­
ing.
T h e  o ther  insects we met with, closely resembled 
those of the mainland. F o r  instance, cockroaches— not 
many, but fine fat ones;  a few s t rong-dy ing  grasshoppers  
and spiders were there.
T here  were some wasps, also. One of the par ty  dis­
covered tha t  fact in a fashion tha t  precluded all a rg u ­
m ent  to the contrary .  B ut  he took no pride in his dis­
covery, and, as nobody had any bluestone, he was unable 
to forget it for quite a time.
A few ground  crickets made themselves audible in the 
evenings, and beetles, though  scarce, were not a l together  
absent. On the o ther  hand, there  was any num ber  of 
thrips. D r  Rod way told me w i tho u t  a t rem or  tha t  he 
captured  eighty-five on the bu t te r  dur ing  one meal, and.
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knowing the man, I feel bound to believe him. F o r tu n ­
ately these animals do not run to size, or there would 
have been more thrips than butter.
Most of these insects were inhabitants of N.W. Islet, 
Lady Musgrave, owing to the lack of undergrowth,  
being almost entirely insectless— except for ants, of 
which there were great  numbers.
Dr Rodway, having as the result of patient and per­
sistent search, collected a few beetles pinned them up 
on the side of his tent for safe custody. During the 
night the ants came and ate them.
O ne’s first view of the reef is disappointing. It  
appears to be a grey mass of broken coral. But that  is 
because its surface is above the level of low-water mark, 
and is consequently exposed when the tide is out. Coral 
cannot live in such circumstances, and, as it is con­
tinually growing up from the depths, it is clear that  its 
upper portions must  be just  as continually dying as it 
reaches the low-water level.
But here and there, by some strange freak of nature, 
there will be a break in the otherwise fairly level surface 
of the r e e f ; and pools, of various depths and magnitudes, 
will remain even at the lowest tides, filled with warm 
clear sea-water, wherein the coral polyp thrives. And, 
of course, on the outward edge of the reef, where it 
slopes down suddenly to the ocean bed, the living coral 
can be seen in all its s trange and glowing beauty.
But to see its wonders at their best, a pool within the 
reef should be chosen, for there not only can one watch 
at ease, but, the rush and surge of the surf being absent, 
the water  lies transparen t  and still.
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I was for tuna te  enough to be able to borrow now and 
tiien the diver's glasses used by Mr Mel W a rd  in his 
p ry ing  investigations into the domestic a r rangem en ts  of 
the marine fauna. T hey  are simply large goggles of 
clear glass which, by a pad round their rims, and an 
elastic band which fits round the head, are held t ightly
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against  the eyes so tha t  no w ate r  can enter. T he  result  
is that,  by simply dipping one's head beneath  the su r ­
face, one can see every th ing  around as clearly as if 
there were no w ater  there at all.
Indeed, one can see more clearly than  if there were 
no w a te r ;  for the w ate r  itself has a queer kind of m a g ­
nifying effect, which not only adds to the visibility of the
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surrounding objects, but actually seems to bring them 
almost s tart l ingly close. Above all, the d is turbing effect 
of the “surface ripple,” which militates against  a clear 
view from above, even in these crystal seas upon a windy 
day, is entirely eliminated.
Coral is of many kinds. The average person, when 
the word is mentioned, pictures bunches of white or red 
stalks and twigs of a rough stony substance, s trange in 
form and pre tty  to look at, perhaps, but not very w on­
derful after all. Well, tha t  is but one kind of coral, 
and dead at that. But in life— that is to say, when the 
polyps are living within it— the coral is of many shapes 
and varieties, and of as many colours as Joseph’s coat.
T here  are, for instance, the NIushroom corals— single 
corals which resemble, in their general appearance, the 
fungus from which they take theii name, copying, almost 
exactly in form and shade, the peculiar brown “ pleated” 
ap])earance of the m ushroom ’s underside.
T here  are, too, s tar  corals and brain corals, both of 
which are large, partially-spherical masses, with their 
surfaces deeply scored or excavated. T he  brain coral 
looks exactly like the curious convoluted rounded “grey 
m a t te r” of the brain. Pancake coral, in large flattened 
thin cakes, is also met w ith ;  but  by far the greater  
portion of the coral is composed of varieties known as 
“ S taghorns” from their resemblance to the branching 
antlers of the deer family.
These s taghorn  corals range in tex ture  from the fine­
ness almost of a hair, to the broadness of a sword, while 
their coloration— and indeed tha t  of all the corals— is 
amazingly varied. But in few cases is it vivid. Soft 
tones prevail, puce, pink, olive-green, brown, heather-
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purple, grey, orange-yellow, and l ightly-tinted emerald.
It  is not, however, the coral alone tha t  makes a coral 
pool the magic spectacle it is. I t  is the combination of 
the corals with the myriad beautiful living th ings which 
inhabit them, tha t  lifts the whole so far above the m any 
o ther  wonders  of the Harrier. I"or this reason, and for
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others, it is almost impossible adecjuately to describe a 
coral pool. Hut the task m ust  be a t tem pted  ; for not to 
tell you of the life and colour of such a pool would be 
to leave my record devoid of reference to tha t  which 
should have been its most ou ts tand ing  feature.
T h e re  were m any  fine j)ools am ong the reefs we 
visited, but  the one which will for ever hold the
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happiest place in our memories we found on Hoskyn 
Island. T he  dead floor of the reef suddenly broke away 
into an open space of nearly half an acre of clear, deep 
water. I t  was easily the largest pool we saw anywhere, 
and the w a te r  which filled it was about ten or twelve 
feet deep. T here  was hardly a breath  of wind, and with 
the crystal clearness which makes these waters  so 
appealing in their revelations in such circumstances, 
every rock upon the bottom, every graceful branch of 
coral on the sloping sides, every living th ing  which 
moved within the pool, stood out in all its wonder and 
its beauty  almost as clearly as if no element at all were 
placed between it and our eager eyes.
A dozen different kinds of coral massed and tumbled 
down the almost vertical side upon whose edge we stood, 
and every living blade, and fold, and rounded crest was 
g lowing in the green and filtered light of the tropic sun.
T here  was one magnificent splash of colour tha t  
showed out for all the world like a patch of purple 
heather  on a Scottish m oor;  there was another  group of 
s taghorn  corals whose antlers were a shade of palest 
green, while all their tips burned like living candelabra 
with a ruddy yellow flame. All around were pinks and 
blues, and all the shades and colours of the corahs fas­
cinating spectrum.
F a r  out in the midst of the pool, as if floating in a 
mist of bluish air, so clear and wondrous was the water, 
there lay a motionless green turtle, while round and 
round the edging rocks, like prisoned beasts i n 'a  cage, 
swam three small sharks, from two to three feet long. 
One of them' was a carpet shark, whose pat terned  back
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so m atched the coloured rocks tha t  when he lay m otion­
less upon them he sank at once into invisibility.
W hile  we watched, a g rea t  grey g roper  came lum bering  
a long the bottom, nudg ing  the tufts  of seaweed as 
though  he grazed  upon them. Then ,  to make the group 
complete, a glorious hsh, a yard in length, and of a vivid 
shin ing  blue all over, swam fast into our ken. W hat he 
was I know not, nor did I care to know. I only knew 
and felt his beauty, felt it w ith  the thrill tha t  g rea t  
music or g rea t  verse or any o ther  perfect th ing  alone 
can bring.
But after a m om ent  our eyes were d raw n again from 
these more dis tant  en ticem ents  to those which lay am ong  
the coral at our feet. H ere  t iny fish flashed in and out  
and roundabou t  in hundreds.  And their colours! N ature ,  
who has painted the birds of these regions with  a sombre 
brush, seems to have made up for it by lavishing all the 
colours of her palette  upon the denizens of the sea.
Many of these jewels were of a turquoise  b lue ;  some 
were striped with  gaudy  red and yellow bands ;  o thers  
were orange and black. Sometimes they would appear 
in a cloud, to vanish again like one fish as quickly as they 
cam e; at o ther  t imes a unisonal change of their  direction 
would set their  colours changing  too, as one has often 
seen them change from purple grey to rosy pink upon 
a wheeling  flock of galahs beneath  a se t t ing  Riverina 
sun. N ow  they came in massed battalions, g leam ing  
with  purple and gold ;  now single spies edged their  timid 
way between the living fronds of coral.
And all around, on every rocky shelf, there g rew  those 
cousins of the coral, the sea-anemones, their ray ing  and 
a l luring  arm s m ask ing  the death  th a t  lurked in their
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embrace. A m ulti tude of s trange and tiny crabs roved 
everywhere, and o ther  curious creatures of these warm 
and shallow w aters  kept them company. Truly , it was 
a wondrous s igh t ;  and we who were there to witness 
it shall ever be grateful for the splendid privilege that  
was ours tha t  day.
1 here came a day at last— as there m ust  needs come 
such a day in every human experience— when our visit 
to the reefs and islands of the Barrier ended. After a 
n ight  of s to rm — the only one we knew th roughou t  our 
trip— the dawn broke fresh and fair. W e  waded for 
the last time across the shallow waters  of the lagoon of 
N .W . Islet and scrambled up the side of the Warrior, 
w ait ing  close beside the reef-edge, as though it were a 
wharf, so steep and sudden is the plunge the coral makes.
O ur  engine spat and spluttered its good-bye, and soon, 
with sails well set, we watched the islet sink below the 
rim of the horizon. A fresh wind and a flowing sheet 
carried us quickly over the fifty odd miles which separated 
us from the m a in la n d ; and, when at last we slowly 
crossed the glorious Gladstone harbour— surely one of 
the finest in the C om m onw ealth— and came to rest beside 
the je t ty  near the town, we knew tha t  one more page of 
high adventure  had been turned for ever.
The E a g le  P r e ss  Ltd..  Al len  Street .  W ater loo
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THE GUMNUT READERS
A series of readers that will delight every normal child* Only the most 
observant nature lovers can write stories such as are found In these tittle 
books; and only born teachers of the young can present them In such an 
instructive and entertaining manner. The Qumnut Readers form an 
enchanting highway along which children wilt eagerly go* Here Australian 
Fairyland, Byshland, and Sea yield their treasures at the touch of magic 
wands* The illustrations will add to the children's delight*
TH E BARRIER REEF: Australia’s Coral Wonderland Abridged 
from "On the Barrier Reef,” by Elliott Napier. With 34 illustrations 
and 2 maps. Price i/~.
THE BIRDS’ CONCERT: and other Stories of Bushland and Sea. 
By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
THE ADVENTURES OP MELALEUCA. By Aileen L. Burrow, 
Price gd.
TEENS: a Story of Australian School Girls. Abridged by H. G. 
Hain from the Platypus edition of Louise Mack’s story. Price gd.
DOT AND THE KANGAROO. gBy Ethel C. Pedley. Price gd.
THE LITTLE BLACK DUCK: and other Stories of Bushland and 
Sea. By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
THE FLOWER FAIRIES: and other Stories of the Australian Bush. 
By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
SCRIBBLING SUE: and other Stories. By Amy Eleanor Mack. 
Price gd.
THE FANTAIL’S HOUSE: and other Australian Nature Stories.
By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
WHY THE SPINEBILL’S BEAK IS LONG: and other Stories of 
the Australian Bush. By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
THE GUM LEAF THAT FLEW : and other Stories of the Australian 
Bush. By Amy Eleanor Mack. Price gd.
THE WORLD OF LITTLE LIVES. Nature Studies of Insect Life.
By Gladys H. Froggatt. With illustrations. Price gd.
MORE ABOUT TH E WORLD OF LITTLE LIVES. By Gladys c 
H. Froggatt With illustrations. Price gd.
BY MAY GIBBS '
Practically unabridged from the 5/- editions, with four fuU-page  ^
plates and numerous other illustrations. Price x/- each
TALES OF SNUGGLEPOT AND CUDDLEPIE
LITTLE RAGGED BLOSSOM: a Sequel to "Tales of Snugglepot S  
and Cuddlepie” #
LITTLE OBELIA; a Sequel to “Little Ragged Blossom.” 
TWd* LITTLE GUM-NUTS
May Gibbs's books are full of rollicking amusement and a quaint numour. 
in the most entertaining way they narra te  the marvellous adventures of 
little heroes and heroines In Australian fairylands. The Illustrations are 
as charming as the stories, and heighten the imagination.
